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be sorted and examined, so as to bring them to sale in the course of the present session.

Your Committee therefore suggest, that, for the ensuing year, the net amount of such sale (which may be estimated at from 3,000l. to 4,000l.) should so far be refunded to the Public, as to go in diminution of the annual grant to the British Museum; and also, that, in consideration of so ample and costly an accession being made to the existing stock of Books, it may be proper to suspend or reduce, for a time, the annual grant of 1,000l. to the Book Fund, with the exception of such parts of that annual sum as are applied in subscriptions to Works now in the progress of publication.

Upon the whole matter, your Committee venture to recommend as the result of the best consideration, which they have bestowed both upon the importance and just value of the entire Collection, that the Proprietor, being ready to dispose of it for the sum of 6,500l., it will be a very material addition to the public stock of Literature, and purchased at a price, which cannot be deemed unreasonable.

LETTERS ON THE ANCIENT BRITISH LANGUAGE OF CORNWALL.

LETTER I.

HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION.

You may recollect, that in the course of our correspondence, I formerly made some allusion to that dialect of the British which, till a comparatively recent period, was the vernacular idiom of Cornwall. You had the goodness to express satisfaction with that part of my letter, and to suggest, that from the opportunities which my present residence afforded, I might collect such information as would enable me to prepare a paper on the subject, which, as you then expressed it, would be new and interesting. Convinced of the difficulty of the task, and of my own inability, I delayed for a time complying with the flattering request. But at present I avail myself of a few weeks of leisure to write to you on the Cornish dialect, while I trust that you will be indulgent, even when some of my opinions may not appear to be sufficiently established, or may be different from those which you may entertain on some critical points. I shall, however, derive the more pleasure from this pursuit, as,
exclusive of a fondness for philology, I am persuaded that the
theory and investigation of languages is intimately connected with
the religious and political history of nations, through all the pro-
gressive stages in which men arrive from the lowest barbarism to
the most refined civilisation; or from the fables of legends and
romances to the calm and authenticated narratives of the historian.
It is the theory of language, which often thus confirms their truth.

I am therefore so far from thinking that such studies are trifling
and uninteresting, that I am inclined to consider them as important
in the highest degree, as well to the profound and accurate scholar,
as to the man who, with inferior erudition, is possessed of a more
captivating style and a more brilliant fancy. A person who is
either unacquainted with the memorials of former ages, or who
only views them with indifference, and at the most with idle curi-
osity, is like a stranger who might enjoy the advantages of foreign
travel, and yet feels not any desire to examine the novel and various
scenes by which he is surrounded. Among those, however, who
devote themselves to literature, there are but few who endeavour
to trace the rise, progress and extinction of languages, the variety
and intricacy of dialects, and how words and expressions in their
transition from one age and country to another, may become so
disguised, altered, and modified in their structure and appearance,
that it is scarcely possible to recognise them under their actual
concealment. Hence antiquarian research is generally limited to
the investigation of the usages of distant-periods, and to ascertain
the object and original utility of ruinous edifices, which still seem
to attest in their decay the proud extravagance of their former pos-
sessors, and the instability of human ambition. Such a study is
also more amusing than that of the history of any language; for
while we survey a mouldering castle, or handle the rusty armour
of our ancestors, we forget the uninviting nature of our subject, we
contemplate as it were a renewal of their departed greatness, and
are alive to all their feelings of martial glory. But the study of
language is of a more sober and philosophical cast; and while it
borrows no external embellishments, it patiently proceeds through
all the ramifications of etymology, till it establishes some most
important point, either in tracing or negating the connexion that
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may have formerly existed between different countries. Such researches are not only uncommon in ordinary cases, but they become still more so, when the subject is one like the Cornish tongue, about which so little is known, and which has seldom, if ever, excited any interest.

For these reasons I shall have need for much of your indulgence in the following letters. The written remains of Cornish are few and scattered; and, as far as I know, even these have not been elucidated with the attention they deserve. It seems also to be silently consigned to oblivion by the learned, and even in the districts where it was last spoken, there is little or no information to be obtained. The very few, however, who have written on the Cornish, as I shall endeavour to show hereafter, have done it in an unsatisfactory manner. In such a want of materials, therefore, there must necessarily be much room for conjecture, which, when successful, may deserve encouragement; and when it fails, may still have a right not to be treated with severity of censure.

It is unnecessary to enter into a long history of the Cornish tongue, as that may easily be learned from Dr. Borlase, or any of the other historians of that county. With respect to the period of its extinction, I must indeed differ from some of them, and of this I shall take notice in the proper place. The Cornish is a dialect of the Celtic, or the ancient language of Gaul and Britain. Before the Roman invasion of the latter, it was spoken in its greatest purity; but from that period it seems gradually to have admitted a great number of foreign words and idioms. During the revolutions which succeeded the destruction of the Roman power, the British dialects became still more corrupted. In the central and more fruitful parts of the island, the Saxon, the parent of our modern English, prevailed; and the Celtic was driven to Wales, to Ireland, to Scotland, to Cornwall, and to Britain. The population of Britain was then scanty, and divided into petty communities. Hence, like all barbarous nations, who have much unappropriated land, and but few motives to attach them to their soil, the Britons retired in a mass before their Saxon invaders, and sought the most distant and inaccessible parts of the country. Many of them must have perished by the sword, and a few might have continued among the
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conquerors, who were settled in the most desirable districts; hence there would scarcely remain any vestige of the former inhabitants. This exactly happened to the Saxons; and as to the Britons, diminished as they were in numbers and resources, the places to which they retired would be fully adequate to supply their wants. It is therefore unnecessary to suppose any particular cruelty, or a general extermination by the Saxons, to have produced these effects. It is always better to have first recourse to ordinary causes; and here the common desolations of war were sufficient for the result. The present gradual disappearance of the aboriginal Americans before the European colonists is a striking parallel of my conjecture.

When afterwards, in consequence of those calamitous times, the several British tribes had been separated from each other, in the extreme and remotest parts of their islands, all communication by land and sea between them became difficult: a voyage from the coast of Scotland to Brittany, must have been even more tedious and formidable than one would now be from the same to the West Indies. The natural consequence of this insolation of the different British tribes was also a progressive change in the respective dialects: local and political secession will always produce the same effect; and though it is but a few years since the establishment of the independence of the United States, yet they have already adopted many particular and local terms, which are not used in this country. The Greek dialects and the Scottish of Burns are in reality but so many incipient languages. Spanish and Portuguese, however, afford the fullest illustration of my remark. When the Moors conquered the Peninsula in the beginning of the eighth century, it had but one language, which probably continued the same, with some Moorish corruptions, till the foundation of the Portuguese monarchy, by Count Henry, in 1112. Here political separation was immediately productive of a revolution in speech. Provincialisms at first exist; and national pride, wishing to be as independent in tongue as in dominion, polishes them, increases the native idioms, borrows from others; and if a few good writers are produced, they form a standard, and a new language is imperceptibly created.

From this period of Saxon ascendancy, the Cornish may therefore be said to have existed as a language of itself; and according
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to this theory, the Gaelic, the Irish, the Welsh, and the Armorican, are of the same date. And happy had it been for the Britons of those disastrous times, if the dismemberment of their country had not been attended with more lamentable consequences! Of the languages which thus arose, I am induced, on many accounts, to believe that the Welsh is the purest, or approaches nearest to the ancient Celtic; and also that the Cornish is the most tinctured with foreign idioms. Wales was an extensive and nearly inaccessible principality; its coasts had little to allure the intercourse of the foreign merchant, and a succession of bards and other writers, together with the service of the church performed in its national tongue, without interruption, have stamped a durability upon it, which cannot be claimed for any of the other British dialects. None of these causes operated in favor of the Cornish. Its tin early attracted the Phœnicians and the Greeks to its shores; and there is also conclusive evidence, that the mines were worked by the Romans for some centuries. When Galgacus tells his soldiers, in Tacitus's Life of Agricola, that if they were conquered, the Romans would compel them to labor in the mines, it was probably with reference to those Cornish mines which were then in their possession. Cornwall has also produced few or no bards to record the achievements of its ancient heroes; and though its saints have been numerous, it is to tradition, and not to any legends in Cornish, that we are to apply for any account of their holy lives and conversations. It does not appear that the Scriptures were ever translated in it, and it had ceased to be used in the churches long before its extinction. All this sufficiently accounts for the fluctuation and corruption of the Cornish beyond any of its sister dialects; and that, while some of these latter are still spoken, and even flourish, the former is unequivocally dead.

Such then appears to have been the origin of Cornish as a distinct language; and in the next place, it may not be difficult to assign the period when it was spoken in its greatest purity. History and tradition mention Tintagel Castle, in Cornwall, as the birthplace of Arthur; and at the distance of a few miles, a place called Slaughter Bridge is still shown as where he received his mortal wound. Though much may be exaggerated, yet it is impossible
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that the whole of the history of that hero should be false. I would therefore conjecture, that the age of Arthur was the most flourishing era of the Cornish tongue. I say conjecture, since the oldest MS. remaining in it, is of the eleventh century, when, through the lapse of ages, and the political revolutions which had subsequently happened, it must have already much degenerated from that which was spoken during the chivalrous reign of Arthur.

On a reference to the history, the divisions of territory, and the encroachments of the Saxons in those times, I am inclined to think that Cornish, since it became a separate language, was never spoken to the eastward of the river Tamar. The conquest of Cornwall by Athelstan, in the tenth century, forms a remarkable epoch in its history. That prince, having overrun the two western counties, terminated his campaigns by a successful expedition to the Scilly Islands. It is to his arrangements that we owe the modern boundary of Cornwall, as he is said to have confined the Britons to the west of the river Tamar. It is remarkable, that few or no Cornish proper names are to be found on the eastern side of that river; which leads to the inference, that Athelstan adopted something like the cruel modern system of driving,* with respect to the old inhabitants, who, that they might leave the country open for Saxon colonies, were thus forced to retire into Cornwall, and thence partly to emigrate. If it had not been so, why should not the hills and valleys of Devon have retained their ancient names, as well as those of Cornwall, since the substitution of the English language? This latter county has indeed retained nothing of its former dialect, but those very proper names.

The Cornish language does not seem to have materially suffered from the Norman conquest; the leading feature of which was rather to effect a change of proprietors, than to introduce any foreign colonies. On the contrary, the commerce and customs of a few Norman adventurers would soon assimilate to those of the country where they had been transplanted.

The Cornish people, however, being thus politically united to the English, their language must have now gradually declined.

---

* The driving of the inhabitants, as happened during the recent invasion of Portugal by Massen, and the expedition of Napoleon to Moscow.
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The gentry would, from interest and loyalty, become Anglicised as much as lay in their power; and the language of the country being thus confined to the common people, would not only be uncultivated, but proportionally degenerate. This is the certain fore-runner of the extinction of any language: thus it was when the seat of empire was removed to Constantinople, till Latin became that barbarous mass of sounds from which the modern languages have emerged; and thus at this moment English is insensibly gaining ground on Welsh. In some parts of Monmouthshire, where it was spoken within the memory of man, it is no longer understood. It is so in Cornwall:—nothing remains in those counties but the proper names; and in some parts of the principality, it is thought a part of gentility in many families not to allow children to learn the vernacular tongue.

These causes combined to confine the Cornish within narrower limits, and to corrupt it more and more in every succeeding generation. Hence it is not surprising, that under disadvantages like these, it should have produced no writers of any note. The oldest Ms. in it is a Vocabulary of the eleventh century, which was discovered in the Cottonian library; and as it could not have yet been materially corrupted, it may be esteemed as the most valuable remaining. The next in point of antiquity is supposed, from internal evidence, to belong to the fifteenth century: it is in verse, and contains some Ordinals, or rude sacred plays.

It is probable, that from this time till the Reformation it gradually declined, when it received a shock from which its extinction became inevitable. Instead of acquiring a translation of the Scriptures, like the Welch, the Cornish churches were ordered to use the English bible and liturgy. Whatever might have been its injustice or inhumanity towards the existing generation, there can be no doubt that this order was effectual towards the extension of English, and that it was politic towards the union and consolidation of the empire. Subsequent to this period, we have another Ms. of an Interlude on the Creation of the World and the Deluge, by William Jordan, of Helston, in 1611. This is the most recent Cornish book that I know extant.

The rapid declension of Cornish begins from about the middle of the sixteenth century. If the following fact can be relied upon,
it is obvious that it had been till then the established vehicle of
communication. Dr. Moreman, then vicar of Menhiniot, near
Liskeard, taught the inhabitants of his parish the Lord's Prayer,
the Creed, and the Ten Commandments, in English; and he lived
about the latter end of the reign of Henry VIII. If therefore this
vicar was obliged to teach in English such common things to his
parishioners, Cornish must have prevailed among them at that time.
And as the English language in its progress travelled from east to
west, it could not have then penetrated far, as Menhiniot is in the
eastern division of the county. But in the sixty years since that
time till William Jordan, the declension must have been rapid
indeed. His Ms. cannot be considered as classical, when we
advert to the growing ascendency of the English language, and
that the speaking of Cornish was confined to the lower orders.
If he wrote it as it was then spoken, it must be very corrupt; or
if he did not, he must have had recourse to the more correct, but
then extinct, diction of former ages. I am led to this inference
by the assertion of Mr. Carew, who published his Survey of
Cornwall in 1602, and by Norden's History in 1610, both previous
to the composition of Jordan's Ordinal, who concurred in repre-
senting the Cornish as then confined to the western hundreds, and
in danger of being soon utterly abandoned. Even these writers
were not well acquainted with that language, if we may form an
opinion from some incorrect derivations.

From this time, the history of the Cornish is that of its final
extinction. Dr. Borraxe has, however, preserved a few facts
relative to it—such as that in 1640, Mr. William Jackman, the

---

* Carew, who published his Survey of Cornwall in 1602, from the inac-
curacy of several of his derivations, seems to have known but little of the
language. The following passage is characteristic of its declension. "The
principal love and knowledge of this language liveth in Dr. Kennall, the
civilian, and with him lynch buried; for the English speech doth still
encroach upon it, and hath driven the same into the uttermost skirts of the
shire. Most of the inhabitants can speak no word of Cornish; but few are
ignorant of English; and yet some so affect their own, as to a stranger
they will not speak it: for if meeting them by chance, you enquire the way
or any such matter, your answer shall be, 'Morua na vidua couza sauzev seh-
'S I can speak no Saxony.'" Survey of Cornwall, p. 60.

(delwedd F6616) (tudalen 444)
chaplain of Pendennis Castle, administered the sacrament in Cornish, in the neighbouring parish of Pheoch, because the old people were not sufficiently acquainted with English. When Mr. Ray visited Cornwall in 1662, he found but one person who could write in it; and that, as few of the children could speak Cornish, it would soon be lost. A little later, however, a Cornish sermon was preached, in 1678, by a Mr. Robinson, at Landewednack, near the Lizard. In 1700 it was still spoken by the fishermen and tanners of Paul and St. Just. The last authentic account we have of the living Cornish is in a letter of the 10th of March, 1701, from Mr. Lhwyd, who compiled a Cornish Grammar, to his friend Mr. Tonkin, in which he says, that it was then retained in only five or six villages near the Land's End. Mr. Lhwyd's authority as an archaeologist stands so high that it cannot be controverted; but though an impure Cornish might still have been spoken for some few years longer, his visit in Cornwall may be reckoned as the period of the extinction of that language. The claims of the noted Dolly Pentreath, and the other scattered notices about it, appear to be so very equivocal, as to require a separate examination.

It is evident from this hasty historical sketch, that the Cornish is very ancient, and that it is very likely to have been spoken in the barbarous ages which preceded the era of chivalry and romance. Several of the proper names convey to us a memorial of the Druid superstition, and are probably much older than the Birth of Christ. Hence, when we contemplate some of the wild and romantic scenery of Cornwall, the mind is filled with awe in reflecting that some thousand years ago it made the same impression on our less favored ancestors, and that, notwithstanding various revolutions, religious as well as

1 According to his Itineraries, which have been published by Mr. Scott, F.A.G., "Mr. Dicken Gwyn was considered as the only person who could then write in the Cornish language; and who lived in one of the most western parishes, called St. Just, where there were few but what could speak English, while none of the children could speak Cornish; so that the language would soon be lost." Ray's Itinerary, p. 231.
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political, the names, which they then gave it as expressive of their feelings, have remained as immutable as the base of those cliffs, which seem to have been providentially placed as a barrier against the fury of the Atlantic.

This rapid sketch must be considered as introductory to my following letters, in which I shall discuss some peculiarities of the Cornish idiom, and of its affinities, immediate as well as remote, with other languages. You will excuse the above historical details, as several parts of my subsequent theory are founded upon them, and without such an explanation would not have been easily understood. I hope, also, that it will have taken something from the dryness inseparable from philological topics.

D.

LETTER II.

P H E N I C I A N, W E L S H, A R M O R I C.

The languages, which are considered as more immediately connected with the Cornish, are the Welsh and Armoric, or Bas Breton. It is not however my intention to enter here fully into the mutual affinities of the three, or to explain what are the various peculiarities of terms, grammar, or idiom, which have stamped on each its essential differences. Little is known about the Armoric in this country, though it is commonly said, that the Welsh and the Bas Bretons can converse together. There are some instances of the kind mentioned in the histories of Cornwall; but as they rest on the testimony of illiterate persons, there remains much doubt upon my mind. Contrary to this, Mr. Scawen has told us in Borlase, (Nat. History, p. 313.) that "the radicals are so much

\[\text{A sailor from Mount's Bay, in 1746, by Captain, afterwards Admiral, Barrington; and another, a smuggler from Mouse-hole, who was met by Dr. Pryce in 1790, and who had conversed with the Bas Breton, at Morlaix, in 1730.—Itchon's Hist. of Corn., Vol. I. pp. 225 and 250.}

\text{We have met with emigrant naval officers from Brest, who perfectly understood almost all the Welsh words. The difference consisted in the inflections. Ed.}

(delwedd F6618) (tudalen 446)
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alike in all, that they are known and admitted by the inhabitants of either country; but their grammar has so varied, that they cannot converse:” and I am inclined to believe him, from the Armoric specimens that I have seen. It is nevertheless easy to reconcile these contradictions, though he says they cannot converse, which merely implies, that the languages are different, but by no means that the natives of both countries might not understand each other; which indeed generally happens, when the languages are radically the same, as when a Spaniard is not at a loss to know the meaning of an Italian.

If I am not mistaken, some part of the Church service is performed in Armoric, (at least it was so before the Revolution,) which obliged the priests to be conversant in it, as well as in French. I must however candidly own, that I am ignorant whether there are any literary remains in that dialect, or on what subjects. Yet I should suppose, that, like the Cornish, it has never been much cultivated, and that it is not more copious, but is merely limited to express the wants of a rude agricultural people.

Hence among these dialects, the Welsh undoubtedly claims the pre-eminence. It is spoken over a larger extent of country, and having been adopted for the language of poetry, and consecrated to the service of religion, in a translation of the Scriptures, it has survived to this day. The fragments of Welsh poetry still remind the patriotic inhabitants of the glories of heroes born in better years, and of that minstrelsy which has so often excited posterity to emulate the achievements of departed valor; but in Cornwall, no such causes have operated to keep the language alive. This latter country lost its independence early, the fame of its warriors was either forgotten, or else no bards arose to sing of them, except in other tongues; and thus the want of a native literature accelerated its extinction.

The Cornish is described by Mr. Scawen, a high authority on this question, as “elegant and manly, pure, short, and expressive.” I also readily agree with him, that it is not so guttural as the Welsh, or rather, that it is very little, if at all, guttural; and that

* Sermons are probably still preached in Bas-Breton; but in a Roman Catholic country they are not integral parts of the service. • Ed.
notwithstanding our defective pronunciation it is far from being inharmonious. But I must disagree with his assertion, that "it is a tongue, as used in Cornwall, most like the Phenician." This seems to rest on no better grounds, than that Cornwall was anciently visited by Phenician traders to purchase tin; but it is not credible that so limited an intercourse would have had such a decided influence on the vernacular tongue. If this were to be proved, it should be done by a collation of the two languages, and by producing a number of radical words, common to both; but till this is the case, it is but fair to refuse assent to a merely speculative and improbable theory.

Mr. Polwhele, in his History of Cornwall, speaks of the "great affinity of the Welsh with the Phenician." He produces two quotations, which apparently establish this; but as he owns that they are copied from one of the Bath Guides, you will allow, that I ought to have a more unexceptionable authority, before I can give it my assent.

But to whatever cause this comparative softness of the Cornish may be attributed, it certainly appears more pleasing than the Welsh, as far as sounds are concerned. This will be evident on the slightest glance at the structure of the words in both; and even now the pronunciation of the proper names in Cornwall becomes familiar by practice, and is much less offensive to the ear than many of English derivation.

Dr. Pryce, M.D. of Redruth, in Cornwall, published an Essay on the Cornish Language about 25 years ago. It is not my intention to enter largely into the merits of his work, though I cannot pass unnoticed a passage of his preface. "The Chaldean, Syriac, Egyptian, Arabic, Phenician, Celtic, Gaulish, Welsh, and Cornish languages, are all derived from the Hebrew tongue; and in their descent one from the other, in travelling from the east to the west, they have branched themselves into so many dialects, from one and the same root." It is indeed evident, that some of the above are derived from each other; but it is a stretch of inge-

1 Borlase's Nat. History of Cornwall, p. 514.
nity to assert that the Cornish is mediately descended from the Hebrew; for, as I will show hereafter, the roots common to both are too few in number to lead to any such conclusion. It is possible that Hebrew was the primitive language of mankind, though I must own that I have my doubts whether it had any existence before the Israelites grew into a separate people. Chaldee is so much like it, that it seems to be no more than a dialect of the same tongue, and this with Phenician and Coptic, were probably more ancient. This does not necessarily mean any more than that the language was changed, though many of the ancient roots might have still remained common to them all. As believers in the Mosaic account, we may admit that these languages may be traced to the general confusion at Babel; and thus have a satisfactory reason why a few Hebrew words may still retain the same meanings in the Celtic and its dialects. Without this, I do not apprehend it to be possible to reconcile the striking similarities which often occur in the languages of nations, who have either never had any intercourse with each other, or, if they have, it has been in ages too remote either for history or tradition. This is not, however, applicable to those languages, which are indebted for their origin to natural causes, such as the lapse of time, the national taste, political changes, and the progress of foreign commerce; so that the systematic disguise of words, and the deviations of grammar, may be traced in almost every page, as between the Hebrew and Syriac; the Greek and the Roman; the Latin and the Italian. These latter are now spoken, yet they may hereafter vanish from the living catalogue, and make room for descendents, which are not yet in existence.

Much has been written about the trade of the Phenicians in Britain: I am willing to believe, that those mercantile adventurers resorted to our shores; but so few monuments of them remain, that it is not likely that they ever formed there any considerable establishment, or carried on more than a desultory trade in tin. Even the cessation of that trade must have happened early, and cannot be of a later era than the fall of Carthage. It is therefore not probable that such transient visitors should have left any impression on the language of the natives, when scarcely a vestige can be discovered to prove that they had any settlement in the country. The barrow, the deserted entrenchments, and the ruined
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castle, generally survive, when the language of their founders has, like them, ceased to exist. Hence it is as preposterous for Mr. Scawen to attribute the comparative softness of the Cornish to a Phenician intercourse, as it would be for a modern traveller to imagine that the English factory had operated a certain revolution in the Chinese language at Canton.

Like all other foreigners who visit any country, the Phenicians may have left some traces of their language in Cornwall; and perhaps even more than is to be found in the Cornish that was spoken at a more recent period. But I must own my scepticism, when I read, that there was a Phenician colony at Hartland point, on the British Channel, a most inconvenient station for those early navigators; or that the Start is still a memorial of their goddess Astarte. The same may be said of the Phenician etymology of Hamoaze, and a few others.

*Pen* means an eminence in Cornish; and is usually applied in proper names to that part of the hill, which is near the brow of its declivity. I think that this is very likely to be derived from the Phenician *pinnau*, which signifies the same. To this authority of Mr. Polwhele in his *Historical Views of Devon* (p. 172) it may be added that it comes from the Hebrew נַפֶּה he saw, and that the same idea of a hill is preserved in the classical σκοπία and specula; and in some measure also in the modern, vista, vue, view. If any remains of the Phenician are to be found in any part of Europe, *ivis* in the Spanish Peninsula; and accordingly *pena* and *penedo* in Spanish, and *penha* and *penedo* in Portuguese, mean a rock or rocky hill. It is a negative proof of this derivation, that the word is not used in Greek, Latin, Italian, or French; but Venetia, a mountain, occurs in Bolasse's Vocabulary.

The well-known word *tre*, a house or village, is also said to be originally Phenician from *tira*, a castle. This is probably the same as the Hebrew נָץ a rock, and is also the name of Tyre, and well agrees with the locality of its rocky situation. How far this may be the origin of the Cornish *tre*, I know not, though I confess that it is not improbably Phenician. If that people ever had any

---

1 In Welsh it is *hegy*. 2 Ed.

* May not the Apennines have the same origin? Ed.
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factories in Britain, the name of tira, might have been very properly given to places suited for habitation and defence; an idea which is now applied to a fort in the interior of America. The natives might probably imitate the Phenician buildings, and give them the same name, which in process of time would lose its first meaning of a castle, when applied to the residence of a peaceful husbandman. This is conjecture; for it is better in etymological difficulties to acknowledge them, than to risk any of those fanciful suppositions, which only expose their author to ridicule. It is therefore with this reserve, that I adopt the derivation of tre from tira. If it is correct, the word must have been singularly corrupted from its primary signification; as at present, though Tregony is an exception to this, it denotes single houses in the country, and sometimes villages; but in all cases it is without any reference to their local situation.

It is not only true, that the Phenician remains in Cornish are few, but they become still fewer by the imperfect acquaintance we have with the former, and by the scanty fragments which have been handed down to us of the latter. It is, therefore, possible that there may be many Phenician derivatives, now so disguised in their meanings and orthography, as to be no longer discoverable. In such a scarcity of materials, it is better to close this examination of the two languages; though some more fortunate scholar may hereafter be possessed of such superior documents, as may enable him to prosecute the analogy with success.

Mr. Scawen's opinion, that the comparative sweetness of Cornish above that of the other Celtic dialects is owing to its Phenician mixture, is very doubtful. It would be far more rational to account for it on the supposition, that languages in the progress of their derivation from the same source, assume, from natural though perhaps unknown causes, their peculiar characteristics of smoothness or roughness, poverty or copiousness. Thus, cultivation has rendered the German more copious, and less disagreeable. The Syrac, Arabic, and Persian, though related to the Hebrew, have in the course of ages acquired very different degrees of smoothness. The provincialisms of the Latin, exclusive of any external cause, have thus grown and been modified into the peculiarities of the modern languages. It is to this alone that we are
indebted for the volubility of the French, the feminine softness of
the Italian, the austere gravity of the Spanish, and the nasal sound
which continually distinguishes the Portuguese.

The Punic was a dialect of the Phenician, and some remains of
it may possibly be concealed in the Cornish. There is part of a
scene in it in the Parninus of Plautus, (act v. scene 1.) which
has often unsuccessfully employed the ingenuity of critics. I have
no doubt that it is very corrupt, as might be expected, after having
passed for more than 2000 years through the hands of editors who
knew nothing of Punic. It is remarkable that several Latin words
are scattered in it, and that in the middle, the following come to-
together:

Misti Atticum esse,
Concubitum a bello cutim beant.

I think that all these were originally Punic words, which, from
their resemblance to Latinity, were thus ridiculously metamorphosed,
as we shall hereafter see in the Anglicised names of Camel, Lizard,
and Port Isaac. I find in it the Cornish words  cuth, old, and  ten, a
man; and  chym lack is exactly like the idiomatic Hebrew phrase
ן לֶא , Arise, go, the classical  Bασκ , Ρι, and  Vade, age: but
I know not that the Punic has the Hebraic meaning. Might not,
however, these resemblances be accidental, and the whole be a
mere gibberish of Punic and Latin, thrown together by Plautus in
one of his sportive moments? But this is conjecture; I confess myself
unable to understand that fragment; and if it is ever understood, it
must be by a patient collation of it, with the modern languages of
the coast of Barbary, and with the vulgar Arabic, which is still
spoken at Malta; nor would I have even mentioned it, were it not
to observe, how little affinity I could discover on comparing it with
the Cornish Vocabulary.

P. S. In my next letters, I shall consider the subject as connected
with the Hebrew, Greek, Latin, English, French, and other
languages, with Orthography, the Digamma, compound words;
then proceed to other historical and philological particulars on the
Cornish Dialect.

\[1 \text{Sam. ix. 3. Jonah, i. 2.}; \text{and passim. Hom. II. ii. 8.}; \text{and Virg.}
\text{Lud. iv. 223.}\]
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LETTER III.

HEBREW.

The difficulty of comparison decreases, as we ascend from the Phoenician to an investigation of the Hebrew, as far as it appears connected with the Cornish. The result, however, is not favorable for those who are fond of derivations, and would wish to prove a connexion between the two nations at some remote period. The dispersion of mankind so altered languages, that all our present discoveries can amount to no more than a few fragments of words and expressions, which may indeed afford us a strong internal evidence of a common origin, but which at the same time disclaim the possibility of much former intercourse. Among nearly 7,000 words, of which Dr. Borlase’s Vocabulary is composed, I have not been able to recognise more than about 20 Hebrew roots, though I have examined it carefully; and of these I am aware that several are of a disputable nature. It is possible that some future inquirer may be more fortunate, and that some words may have escaped me. Still I may be confident that these cannot be numerous. It is remarkable, that though so many of the Hebrew tenses and nouns begin with the servile letters מ נ and י, that I have found no words under those very letters in Cornish. I am willing to grant the fullest allowances for the disguise and corruption of words; but this is so important a circumstance, that I must pronounce the two languages to be unconnected and radically different.

It may, however, be asked, by what means even these few Hebrew words were originally incorporated with the Cornish? They must be either some of those few primitives which escaped from the general confusion at Babel; or else they were introduced among the Cornish during the progress of commercial intercourse. It may perhaps have been owing to each of these causes; some of the appellatives are expressive of objects for which even the rudest
people must necessarily have names; others may have been acquired by commerce, especially of objects unknown to the natives at the period of the general dispersion. History does not leave us room to suppose, that the Israelites ever traded to Britain; but from their vicinity and alliances with the Phenicians, the Hebrew words which have been introduced in the Cornish, must have been derived through the medium of the latter, who undoubtedly traded long in Cornwall, but the extent of whose commerce seems to have been exaggerated by the antiquarian, and to have been implicitly re-echoed by the unlearned, because it flattered their national prejudices.

It is singular, that the Hebrew for *tin* is neither of Phenician, Greek, nor Cornish derivation, but a primitive, יִתּ, which was probably applied to the substance, from an allusion to the manner of procuring that metal. It is well known that the ancient workings for tin were stream works, in which, as at this day, the metallic particles were separated from the gravel, and collected by washing. Is it then fanciful to suppose, that the Hebrews would prefer to give it a name from this circumstance, rather than a foreign appellation of difficult pronunciation? They had already done so with respect to silver and lead, חֲרוּצָן from חָרָץ he desired, and יִתּ from יֵתָכָן dust. נְפִי is brass, most probably took its name from נִפְי a serpent, the color and brightness of whose scales it resembled. This appears a strong confirmation that יִתּ in the third of Genesis, can mean nothing else than a serpent; nor is there any other animal that could have given its name so properly to brass, or brass to it. Mr. Weld mentions, in his Travels, that there is a *copper snake* in the United States. We have also a parallel instance of a modern commodity, which has lost its real name for one more appropriate to its nature, like the above יִתּ for tin. *Anil* is an Arabic word for indigo, and is still retained by its more ancient cultivators the Spanish and Portuguese; while  

---

1 From יִתּ, he separated.
2 Thus we have יָֽטוֹט from יָֽטוֹט, white. Ezekiel mentions all the metals, gold excepted, chap. xxii. 90.
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in the other parts of Europe, the original word has been either unknown, or forgotten, and a more easy appellation substituted, merely expressive of the country where it is produced.

Dr. Borlase informs us,1 that it is one of "the most material singularities of this tongue, that the substantive is placed generally before the adjective." This is also the case in Hebrew; for a few Biblical exceptions cannot affect a general rule. Thus, יְבִטְחָה יִשְׂרָאֵל The heart of him that hath understanding seeketh knowledge. Prov. xv. 14. The principle is even carried so far, that when the adjective precedes, the auxiliary הָיָה, he was, is understood, and to be construed after the noun. Thus, יִשָּׂרָאֵל יְבִטְחָה. The word of the Lord is right. Psalm xxiii. 4. In the Cornish the pronouns are incorporated with the verb. They are also suffixed to Hebrew verbs, as in בָּנָה, he blessed him, from בּוּנּה; קָפְחָה, he placed him, from קָפֻח; and קָפְחָת, he covered them, from קָפֶה.

If these coincidences were supported by many other affinities, they would add to the argument for some ancient Hebrew connexion; but insulated as they are, I apprehend that they are purely accidental.

We must not confound chronology because the Jews enjoyed for a long time the farm of the tin mines. Their affairs were the most prosperous in Cornwall, from the reign of King John, till their expulsion by Edward I.; and the ruins of their establishments are still known by the names of Jews' houses. This was at a period, when that unhappy people could not have any influence on the language of the country. I am not acquainted with any historical record, that fixes the era of their first settlement in Cornwall; but it must have been long subsequent to the loss of their national tongue; and it may be conjectured, that it might have been soon after the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus; or it might have been as late as the earlier Plantagenets. The presumption

1 Natural History of Cornwall, p. 314.
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for the former period, is derived from the well-known cruel treatment which they experienced from the Romans, who then worked the tin mines, and by whom such a labor was considered as one of the severest punishments that could be inflicted on criminals and worthless slaves. The town of Marazion, (or as it is literally rendered, Market Jere,) would seem to prove that the settlement of that people was of long continuance. The argument for the latter supposition is drawn from the absence of historical documents respecting the Jews, in Cornwall, till the reign of John. If, therefore, we refer their arrival to either era, it will be evident, that the Jews could have had no influence on the Cornish, as the Hebrew itself had ceased to be a living tongue many centuries before, and soon after their return from Babylon.

I shall conclude these remarks with a list of the few Hebrew and Cornish words which appear to me to have any resemblance.

Amenen, .... Butter, ............... from בֵּן Butter.
Aniak, ......... Weak, .................. בֶּן He groaned.
Bealtine, • ... Fires lighted to Belus, .. בַּל יָנָה Bahal, (a lord.)
Belee, ......... A priest, ................. The same.
Benk, ......... An ox, .......................... בֵּן An ox.
Bod, .......... A dwelling, ................. בּוֹד A house.
Bor, borri, .... Fatness, ..................... בּוֹר Fat.
Caer, ......... A city, .......................... כֶּר A city.
Cob, ........... To break, ................. כּוֹב He broke.
Côr, ......... Ale, .......................... כּוֹר Strong drink.
Corn, ......... A horn, .......................... כּוּר A horn.
Den, ......... Men, .......................... דֶּן (Chaldee) that man.
Erw, .......... A field, .......................... אוּר The earth.
Ffrwyth, ....... Fruit, .......................... Ffrwyth He was fruitful.
Gawr, ......... Strong, .......................... Gâwr Strong.
Glaouen, ....... A coal, .......................... גַּל The coal.

* Beul tinney is in Celtic, the place of fire. Ed.
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Gwy, \ ----- \ A man, \ ------- \ from \ ","\ A man.
\ Habadim, \ ----- \ Slavery, \ ------- \ He served.
\ Hal, uhal, \ ----- \ A hill, \ ------- \ He ascended.
\ Ithick, \ ----- \ Cruel, \ ------- \ Perverse.
\ Kriha, \ ----- \ To call, \ ------- \ He called.
\ Scoth, \ ----- \ A shoulder, \ ------- \ A shoulder.
\ Zeah, \ ----- \ Dry, \ ------- \ Dry.
\ Zeth, \ ----- \ An arrow, \ ------- \ An arrow.

The above list, imperfect as it is, is the best that I have been able to collect from my Cornish documents.

D.

LETTER IV.

GREEK.

As we leave the Oriental languages, and approach the classical era, the examination of Cornish with Greek offers itself as less complicated and uncertain. Cornish, as might be expected, contains more Greek than Hebrew words, and on carefully looking over the Vocabulary, I have discovered an insignificant number indeed, when taken from such a collection, and which could never have had any direct influence upon that tongue.

The European languages have so many affinities, and the similarity of their phraseology is so frequent, that they seem to have had but one common origin; and thus confirm the Mosaic account, concerning the posterity of Japheth, that "by these were the isles of the Gentiles divided in their lands; every one after his tongue, after their families in their nations;" (Gen. x. 5.) or (as it is generally understood), the several divisions of Europe. All these retain more or less of Hebrew and Greek; and that too in words and expressions interwoven in the speech of the vulgar, and which appear to have been coeval with the respective languages; for I do not include any of those terms of art, which have been intro-

---

1 This is probably a corruption of Sagitta. Archery does not appear to be a Celtic art. If we trace all the Celtic names of these implements, we shall find them Roman. Ed.
duced at subsequent periods, to designate more accurately the technical forms of art, religion, or science. But because the Cornish contains a little Greek, in common with the other European languages, it is neither reasonable nor philological, to suppose that it is particularly allied to it, or that it shares in its elegance and copiousness. Even modern English, perhaps, contains a larger number of Greek words than the Cornish; it possesses much of a Grecian cast, and that too in words, which, it is evident, were never introduced for scientific purposes. The affinity of English to Latin is considerable, as might be anticipated. It is well known, how much Greek there is in the latter, however it may be altered and disguised in form and meaning. But Latin is derived from the Celtic, and is an intermediate link which unites it and its derivative idioms to the Greek language. I cannot account for so many Greek words in our English, on any other ground, than that of this common origin; and it is rather to this, than to the Grecian trade from Marseilles, that I attribute the Greek, which is intermixed in the Cornish vocabularies.

It cannot be denied, that during the long intercourse of the Greeks with the coasts of Cornwall, the natives might have be-

| am, eli.     | gather, ἀγαπεῖν. |
| ae, ē.       | great, ἐχθρόν.   |
| better, βιτερος. | hole, φαλας. |
| blow, blast, ὄλων. | hope, ἡπερ, ὄλως. |
| blunt, ἄβηδλων. | kind, γένος. |
| boy, ναῖς.  | knee, γόν. |
| call, καλεῖ. | know, γνωμ. |
| creep, ναῦ. | leave, λείπ. |
| door, θύρα. | like, λιπ. |
| double, διπλω. | loose, λυ. |
| each, έκατος. | lose, λάβων. |
| earth, γῆ. | most, μείζων. |
| eat, φάεια. | mother, μητρ. |
| eye, ἰχθ. | new, νέος. |
| fall, fall, ὑφόλων. | now, νῦ. |
| faith, πίστις. | one, ὁν. |
| father, πατρ. | other, ἄλλος. |
| fire, ὕφ. | over, ὑπέρ. |
| first, πρώτος. | pause, παῦ. |
| foot, πος. | rain, ραῦν. |
| ford, πορος. | rock, ράγ, ραγ, ἀγγρυμ. |
| full, πλοῖον. | roof, δροφος. |

* The following words, allowing for their disguises, corruptions, and endings, come from the Greek:

| safe, σφεῖρ. | say, ὕ. |
| salt, σάλ. | scratch, γράφω. |
| send, ζαμί. | sickle, ἑκάστηλ. |
| skiff, κάσφος. | spread, σπερμ. |
| strong, σπέρμ. | sword, σιδήρος. |
| tame, διμύ. | tear, ὑπόν. |
| think, δακν. | tongue, φανγγ. |
| tooth, δόντ. | tree, δέντ. |
| view, εἶδος. | wet, water, ὑδά. |
| winter, ὑμή. | whole, ὁλος. |
| wind, ὕ. | work, ἔργον. |
come acquainted with their language, and adopted terms from it, either for objects to which they had already given names, or for such as had hitherto been unknown, and were then introduced for the first time. As their voyages were subsequent to those of the Phenicians, it naturally follows that more of those Greek words should have been retained in use, or rather, that the comparative recency of that period has been the means that fewer have been forgotten, or become obsolete. I will even allow it to be probable, that a great deal of Greek, which might have once been incorporated with the Cornish, has in the lapse of ages unavoidably been lost; but I can go no farther, unless I wished to imitate that ingenuity, which establishes a Greek town of Heraclea on Hartland Point, and would make that headland to be the pillars which terminated the discoveries of the Phœcean navigators.

The following passage, from Dr. Pryce, deserves some animadversion:

"As from the Hebrews to the Phenicians, so from the Phenicians to the Greeks, came letters and arts. And accordingly from the Phenician character, the Greeks appear to have composed their letters, and the Latins progressively from the Greeks. So likewise our ancient and true Cornish appears to be mostly derived from the Greek and old Latin tongues, as it partakes much of their cadence and softness, with less of the guttural harshness peculiar to the Hebrew and Chaldee. This is the more easily accounted for, as the Phenicians about the time of the Trojan war, first discovered the Scilly Islands and the western shores of Cornwall; with the natives of which they traded for tin, and sold it to the Greeks."¹ Nothing is so calculated to mislead, as the bold assertions of an able man, which are therefore implicitly believed, and his errors continually repeated. As to his first position, we have already examined how little there is of a Phenician or Hebrew mixture in the Cornish. Those languages, however, are not so generally understood in a Cornishman, to be jealous of the honors of his county, and to have a disposition to believe the exaggerated

¹ Preface, p. 1.
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Guis, A sow, "GR. Λύς. Lu, The vulgar, Λάδος.
Guon, I know, "Γνώμη. Meroin, A girl, Μερανίον.
Halein, Salt, "Αλάς. Nyddha, To spin, Νύδησα.
Hanath, Generation, "Γένεσις. Oin, A lamb, Οίν.
Haigeren, A father-in-law, "Ευνός. Perna, To buy, Περνά.
Hypwys, To cry out, "Ολάλωξ. Porthwys, A ferryman, "Πηρθόμως.
Hyrc, To command, "Αρχη. Rasas, To flow, "Ραθα.
Kenvraz, Crabs, "Καλαπας. Reuki, To snore, "Ρηχιέω.
Kentrow, Nails, "Κέρκους. Rion, Cold, "Ρύος.
Kar, A coast, "Χάρη. Saun, Safe, "Σάν.
Ky, A dog, "Κύων. Skes, A shadow, "Σκές.
Lanl, To speak, "Λαλάω. Yon, A yoke, "Υόν.

The following are also derived from the Greek, but it is evident from their meanings, that they are not of a very ancient date, and that they were naturalised subsequent to the conversion of the Britons to Christianity.

Baceda, To baptize, "Βαπτίσα. Manach, A monk, "Μοναχοί.
Brefuwy, Prophets, "Βερφιες. Mihal, Michael, "Μιχαήλ.
Ebscoob, A bishop, "Επίσκοπος. Satnas, Satan, "Σατάνα.
Grest, Christ, "Χριστος.

The signification of all the words of this latter list determines their age at once.
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No. III.—[Continued from No. XXXV. p. 112.]
LETTER V.
LATIN.

After having examined several languages, whose connexion
with the Cornish is less evident, it is pleasing to meet with one
to which it is intimately allied. Its affinity to the Latin is parti-
cularly striking; as far, at least, as respects words and derivations.
Many of these are much disguised; and, perhaps, in a philo-
logical question like this, it is better that they should be so, as it
leaves a presumption that they are either of very ancient adoption
in Cornish, or rather, that as well as the Latin, it took them from
some common source, and afterwards appropriated and modified
them according to the national inflection and pronunciation. I
have already expressed myself in favor of the Celtic origin of
Latin; though, from a number of concurrent causes, it has re-
tained less of it than the British dialects. Exclusive of the argu-
ment to be derived from the primeval language of the descendents
of Japheth having been but one, the early history of Italy fur-
nishes us with abundant matter for speculation. The country
north of the Po was conquered and peopled by Celtic colonies,
and Rome itself was often a sufferer from the irruptions of the
Gauls. Is it then astonishing, that when the several nations in
Italy were afterwards coalesced under the name of Romans, the
Celtic, the Æolian Greek, and the Etruscan, should have consti-
tuated prominent features in the new language? It was impossible
that it should happen otherwise; and I may add, that this very
philological peculiarity affords us one of the best indirect con-
firmations of the truth of the early history of Italy.

It is, however, necessary to use some discrimination in examin-
ing the Latin, which is intermixed with the ancient language of
Cornwall. As there are the strongest grounds to suppose that the
Cornish did not exist in a separate state from the other British
dialects, till after the Roman evacuation of the island, it must
necessarily contain some of the Latinity of very different periods. Provincialisms might have existed in Cornwall from the remotest ages; but it was only after they had much increased, that they could become entitled to form a distinct language. It is, therefore, in the distinction of those different periods of Latinity, that the difficulty principally consists.

When a language is allied to any foreign one, it is in consequence of either a common origin, of commerce, of colonisation, of intermarriages, of conquest, or of religion. All these causes, at different times, have had a decided influence on the structure of the Cornish dialect. It affords, however, something like a chronological scale, by which the era of the introduction of any particular Latin appellatives may be ascertained.

The most numerous class of Latin words in Cornish, are those which I shall take to be derived from one common origin. The criteria I employ to distinguish them are, that they are much disguised, and are expressive of objects found in even the rudest states of society, and which must necessarily have had names long before the Roman invasion of Britain. Thus we have, *Brawd*, *Choar*, *soror*; (Italian, *suora*) *De*, *dies*; *Ffan*, *fovea*; *Guest*, *vestis*; *Gwer*, *viridis*; *Kaff*, *cavus*; *Maur*, *major*; *Porth*, *portus*; and *Tracth*, *tractus*. These words are of the same origin as their Latin synonyms, and yet they designate objects so simple, that they must have been so called long before the natives either experienced the advantages of Roman commerce, or were annexed as a province to their empire. They are also so much disguised, and are so destitute of any thing like a classical modification, that it cannot be for a moment supposed that these terms were adopted from the conquerors, and that those which were previously in use, were suffered to become obsolete. These are, therefore, the principal reasons that make me refer so many apparent Latin words in the Cornish vocabularies to a Celtic origin.

The second class is that of expressions, on which there is something like internal evidence that they were introduced in this British dialect during the Roman intercourse. Exclusive of any reference to the trade which was carried on with the Romans from the coast of Cornwall, long before their conquest of Britain, their sovereignty lasted for several centuries, during which they
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worked the Cornish mines; and even now, several places in Cornwall, with the epithet of Ruan, still offer some faint attestation of the presence of that people. It is therefore not surprising, that in those circumstances the language of the Cornish should have borrowed more largely from it than that of the Welsh, whose country, of difficult access, and of agricultural and mineral poverty, discouraged the invaders from attempting any permanent settlement. But it was not so with Cornwall, whose valuable tin stimulated the avarice of the Roman adventurer, and became the reward of victory.

The Roman jurisprudence, one of whose severest animadversions was to punish some criminals by making them labor in the mines (damnari ad metalla), had also a tendency to diffuse the Latin language. Many of the unhappy beings thus doomed to perpetual exile were probably from the continental provinces of the empire, and knew no other language than Latin. Individuals thus situated, and hopeless of ever being restored to their country, would assimilate themselves to the natives, to whom they would in return impart something of foreign speech and customs. It is rather to this operation of the Roman law, than to any other cause, that I attribute the first connexion of the Jews with the tin mines of Cornwall.

The ancient working of mines must have been different from that in present use, or the labor required from the miners must have been excessive, as otherwise the punishment of laboring there could not have been so dreadful, or reserved as the requital of the most atrocious crimes. It is well known to us in Cornwall, that the miners of the present day, though their stated labor may be severe, have much leisure to tempt them to irregular habits, and that many of them prefer this kind of life to the more constant employ in husbandry. But it is the mind which is punished, when the law visits the crimes of any individual, and by depriving him of his liberty, consigns him to any particular spot

---

1 Does not this preference arise from higher wages? Besides, they are not in a state of slavery, and forbidden superas eovides ad aurum, like the Roman criminals.—Ed.
or employment. When this last is honorable, or at least not disgraceful, it is sought after, as is the case with those who voluntarily settle in distant colonies; when, to have been sent thither by the course of law would have been thought an intolerable evil, though the labor of the exile might be but slight, and the prospect of retrieving his character and circumstances be considerable. If, then, our modern system of transportation is thus terrible, it must have probably been from the same principle, that a condemnation to labor in the Roman mines was productive of so large a portion of misery.

But to return from this short digression.—The words which I apprehend to have been immediately derived from the Latin by Roman commerce and conquest, are such as the following:—

Achesa, accuso; Breyich, brassica; Cusyll, consilium; Dampny, damno; Fryns, princeps; Kebister, capistrum; Oberur, operarius; Padelh, patella; and Thistrewy, destruo.

The third and last description of Latin words in the Cornish, are those which have been introduced into it by the Christian religion, and a few others on different subjects, which are not to be found in any of the classical authors, but are the produce of a later and barbarous age. The greater part of those religious terms are Greek. The very subject to which these terms refer, evidently ascertains that they could not have been found in any of the British dialects till a comparatively recent period. The Britons having no terms of their own expressive of the mysteries of a religion, which was first preached among them by foreign missionaries, naturally adopted, with some corruptions, the very words by which they were designated in the language of those instructors; and indeed even our modern English abounds in French and other foreign expressions, which have been retained as the appellatives of objects, which were unknown among us till their introduction from other countries. As this subject leads to very important inferences, I will resume it in another place.

At present it will be sufficient to give you lists of the principal Cornish words under each of the three classes; for I have purposely passed over many, and the disguise of more has concealed them from my researches. Some are so disguised that I could not discover them, till after a second or third examination of the voca-
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bulkry. You will be particularly struck, that the first class is by far the most numerous, which consists wholly of Celtic Latin words, and which I think, from internal evidence, were known long before the arrival of the Romans. The second class, which was evidently derived from the Latin, is comparatively small; and the third class, from its own nature, contains but few words.

From all these circumstances, I am inclined to believe, that Cornish has a closer affinity to Latin than to any other foreign language; but it is unnecessary to multiply proofs, when the annexed lists of each class are considered.

**First Class.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cornish</th>
<th>Latin</th>
<th>Cornish</th>
<th>Latin</th>
<th>Cornish</th>
<th>Latin</th>
<th>Cornish</th>
<th>Latin</th>
<th>Cornish</th>
<th>Latin</th>
<th>Cornish</th>
<th>Latin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arghans, Silver,</td>
<td>Argentum.</td>
<td>De, 1 A day,</td>
<td>Dia.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bach, A stick,</td>
<td>Baculum.</td>
<td>Dean, Two,</td>
<td>Duo.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baion, Kissos,</td>
<td>Bassia.</td>
<td>Deog, Ten,</td>
<td>Decem.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baru, Bread,</td>
<td>Fac.</td>
<td>Diherb, Divided,</td>
<td>Division.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barf, A beard,</td>
<td>Barba.</td>
<td>Douthethe, Twelve,</td>
<td>Douloctas.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breh, An arm,</td>
<td>Brachium.</td>
<td>Dregas, To tarry,</td>
<td>Trebal.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byr, Short,</td>
<td>Brevis.</td>
<td>Du, God,</td>
<td>Deus.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blah, An ox,</td>
<td>Bov.</td>
<td>Dues, A goddess,</td>
<td>Dea.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cablas, To quarrel,</td>
<td>Catullare.</td>
<td>Dog, A general,</td>
<td>Dux.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cal, Cuming,</td>
<td>Calicidae.</td>
<td>Dishas, A guide,</td>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Callys, Hard,</td>
<td>Colous.</td>
<td>Ethen, A bird,</td>
<td>Acts.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can, To sing,</td>
<td>Cano.</td>
<td>Elan, An elm,</td>
<td>Ulmus.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car, A friend,</td>
<td>Carolus.</td>
<td>Eutred,</td>
<td>Eutred.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caron, A deer,</td>
<td>Cerove.</td>
<td>Faen,</td>
<td>Faen.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cans, Cheese,</td>
<td>Casce.</td>
<td>Fulen, A spark of fire,</td>
<td>Fuligine.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chellic, A cock,</td>
<td>Gallia.</td>
<td>Fyn, An end,</td>
<td>Finta.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clemnior, A hip,</td>
<td>Clemus.</td>
<td>Fyth, Faith,</td>
<td>Fides.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clor, Neatness,</td>
<td>Clarius.</td>
<td>Gavar, A goat,</td>
<td>Capell.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cor, Wax,</td>
<td>Cera.</td>
<td>Glumus, Wool,</td>
<td>Lana.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corf, A body,</td>
<td>Corpus.</td>
<td>Glichi, Ice,</td>
<td>Glaciata.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corn, A horn,</td>
<td>Cornu.</td>
<td>Glud, Glew,</td>
<td>Glutena.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criedry, To believe,</td>
<td>Crede.</td>
<td>Glosum, A pigeon,</td>
<td>Columba.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croun, Crooked,</td>
<td>Curvus.</td>
<td>Gron, Gravel,</td>
<td>Gracula.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuen, A wedge,</td>
<td>Cuneus.</td>
<td>Grym, To believe,</td>
<td>Credo.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The Cornish days of the week have the same names and titular deities as the Roman: as, De Zil, Sunday; De Lin, Monday; De Mer, Tuesday; De Marhar, Wednesday; De Jen, Thursday; De Guern, Friday; De Sodara, Saturday.
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Gaels, A sheath, Vagina. 
Gaemor, Love, Venus. 
Gennyn, Poison, Venenum. 
Gensy, Wind, Ventus. 
Geet, A garment, Vestis. 
Gag, A veil, Velem. 
Galden, A tree, Vitis. 
Gail, A village, Vicus. 
Gail, A sail, Velum. 
Guillins, A watch, Vigiilia. 
Galedh, A feast, Gaia. 
Gampas, A plain, Campus. 
Gwyr, Truth & a man, Verus et Vir. 
Galgan, A blader, Venus. 
Gwerches, A virgin, Virgo. 
Holab, A wiliow, Salix. 
Henn, Old, Senex. 
Seq, Watchful, Vigil. 
Hoa, Iron, Aria. 
Hor, A man, Aequus. 
Jevam, A young man, Juvenis. 
Jude, A nail, Unguis. 
Kan, White, Forma. 
Kayze, Lime, Causa. 
Kail, Cause, Causa. 
Kil, A neck, Collum. 
Kivel, A horse, Caballus. 
Kressa, To increase, Cresce. 
Lader, A rober, Laris. 
Lagam, A lake, Lacus. 
Laferrys, To work, Labora. 
Laithe, Milk, Lat. 
Lathae, To kill, Lethum. 
Lever, Theark, Liber. 
Leven, Smooth, Lenes. 
Lor, The moon, Luna. 
Lydan, Of the shore, Littoralis. 
Lyv, A deluge, Leo. 

Mens, A handful, Mensor. 
Mons, To die, Mors. 
Medi, To mow, Meddon, Menseth, A mountain, Mone. 
Minnis, Little, Minus. 
Mor, The sea, Men, Mone. 
Mest, A nest, Mens. 
Mox, Night, Mox. 
Mons, To note, Mone. 
Neve, New, Neve. 
Nuts, Neve. 
Ober, Work, Opera. 
Per, An hour, Perr. 
Peg, Pitch, Per. 
Peg, A pear, Per. 
Peg, Fish, Per. 
Peg, To punish, Peyne. 
Peg, To please, Peyne. 
Peg, A port, Per. 
Pe, A prey, Pre. 
Pe, A net, Pre. 
Pear, A prayer, Pres. 
Raid, A game, Prae. 
Raid, To sit, Prae. 
Rait, A savour, Raia. 
Rai, A week, Raia. 
Ripe, A church, Ripe. 
Rihe, To sit, Ripe. 
Ripe, A standing pool, Ripe. 
Sau, A star, Saint. 
Sav, A bull, Sauer. 
Sav, A tower, Sauer. 
Set, A trunk, Stett. 
Seych, Dry, Sce. 
Sce, Clear, Scop. 
Scep, Scum, Scop. 
Sien, A standing pool, Sce. 
Siat, A star, Stae. 
Sia, A wheel, Stae. 
Sia, A trunk, Stae. 
Sia, The land, Stae. 

SECOND CLASS.

Bonun, Beef, Bovinus. 
Cax, A candle, Candela. 
Carchar, A prison, Carcer. 
Caxm, To sup, Care. 
Chaden, A chain, Catena. 
Coffe, A penknife, Calcutium. 
Cur, A eare, Cur. 

Caxill, Advice, Cur. 
Caxill, To forbid, Cur. 
Caxill, To deny, Cur. 
Caxill, Money, Cur. 
Caxill, A bean, Cur. 
Caxill, Dainties, Cur. 
Caxill, A fig-tree, Cur. 
Caxill, Fowers, Cur.
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| Formys,  | Formus,  | Formo. | Medhec, | A physician, | Medicus. |
| Form,   | Formus,  | Fomus. | Melaus, | To grind, | Molero. |
| Fos,    | Fossa,   | Fossa. | Mins,   | A table, | Mensa. |
| Fryus,  | Fremum.  | Fremum. | Mis,    | A month, | Mensis. |
| Gwyn,   | Vinum.   | Vinum. | Pons,   | A bridge, | Pons. |
| Kelegel,| Calix.   | Calix.  | Ros,    | A wheel, | Rota. |
| Lew,    | Leo.     | Leo.    | Stol,   | A loose garment, | Stola. |
| Manag,  | Manica.  | Manica. | |

#### THIRD CLASS.

| Abat,  | Abbas.  | Ifam, | Hell, | Infernum. |
| Benegeys, | Benedicto. | Nadelih, | Christmas, | Natalis. |
| Commaer, | Commater. | Ordyns, | Ordained, | Ordinatus. |
| Creade,  | Creator. | Padar, | The Lord's prayer, | Pater. |
| Credd,   | Creddo.  | Pechadyr, | A sinner, | Pecator. |
| Crossdor, | Creatura. | Praunter, | A priest, | Pradicator. |
| Cross,   | Cru.     | Speriis, | A spirit, | Spiritus. |
| Cagol,   | Cuculhus. | Synt,  | A saint, | Sanctus. |
| Desagib, | Discipulas. | Taserigs, | Resurrection, | Renurge. |
| Drinac,  | Trinitas. | Tempty, | Tempted, | Tempt. |

#### The following belong to a barbarous Latinity.

| Breson, | Prisuma. | Gannel, | A channel, | Cenalis. |
| Charrus, | Charrus. | Penakyl, | A pinnacle, | Pinnaculum. |
| Clymmiar, | Columbar. | Scrivit, | Writings, | Scribo. |
| Gomfortye, | Comfort. | Thalattal, | Cattle, | Catalum. |

---

1 The Cornish months are nearly Roman:—Mis-Genvar, January; Mis-Cheurier, February; Mis-Merh, March; Mis-Ebral, April; Mis-Me, May; Mis-Memen, June; Mis-Gourac, July (play month); Mis-East, August; Mis-Geagolo, September; Mis-Meare, October; Mis-Din, November (black month); Mis-Guerdin, December (month of black storms).
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Barbarius, et turpes calcabit mollior aras.
Tu vero, aeternae quoniam hic Britannia fama
Duxisti auguius, et tantos leto ubere fructus,
Ergo fove proprii victoriae Regina Profundi,
Exoiate ahquis, qui Numine fretus amico,
Exsperet tractus alios, cultuque ferocem
Molliat, et sociae praepandat lumina vitae.
Sic dum saecula novas referunt volventia lauros,
Largque seuros implent commercia portus,
Sic etiam, priscum imperium, antiquosque triumphos
Anglia, rite coles: sceptroque insignis avito,
Jura'dabis, liquidoque potens dominaberis orbi.


LETTERS ON THE ANCIENT BRITISH LANGUAGE OF CORNWALL.

No. III.—[Continued from No. XXXVII. p. 112.]

LETTER VI.

ENGLISH, FRENCH, &c.

I closed my last letter with a long list of Cornish words, and endeavoured to prove that that language is, in great part, sprung from the same origin as the Latin; and I was the more convinced of it, because the terms which designate common and simple objects, for which the natives must have had names long before the arrival of the Romans, are the most disguised, and that too with such a rude and unclassical corruption, that they leave no doubt of their Celtic antiquity. I have also shown that the second class of words is the next in point of number, consisting of terms which were probably introduced by the Romans; but which, from their pure Latinity, cannot be ascribed to a later period; while very few indeed seem to belong to those ages, when that language had been materially corrupted. From all these circumstances, it follows again, that all the elements of the Cornish must have already existed, when the Romans evacuated Britain, and that the epoch, when Arthur is said to have flourished, may be regarded as that in which the Cornish tongue had acquired its highest degree of purity.
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The Cornish differs from the languages of mere Roman descent, so that it cannot be supposed that the Latin, with which it abounds, was acquired from the conquerors of Britain. It is too rude and too anomalous in its disguises to admit of such a supposition; while on the contrary it retains deeply imprinted the marks of its Celtic origin, which the Latin has lost during its progress towards improvement. How different is the Latin found in Cornish, from what it is in Italian and Spanish! These latter tongues are in fact nothing but the Latin which was spoken in those countries, which, after having been corrupted, has since been smoothed into a grammatical form. If the Cornish was a Latin descendant, why should it not also have preserved something of a classical appearance, like the other modern languages? but since it has not, and yet so many of its primitives have the same meaning as the like in Latin, it is obvious, that it is not derived from it; but from some origin, which has been common to both,—and this is the Celtic.

As to the Saxon, French, and words of other languages, which occasionally occur in it, many of them were not borrowed till many centuries after, and seem to have increased as the purity of the Cornish tongue decayed; though in some cases it is doubtful, whether those nations did not rather take them from a Celtic dialect, than the latter from them.

It is also possible that some of the Cornish words found in the modern languages, were originally Celtic, and continued in use, notwithstanding the ascendency of Latin on the Continent; but were never naturalised in that language. The continental provinces necessarily retained something of the tongue of their ancestors, which was nearly allied to, if not the same as, that of Britain. This is therefore another reason, why so many French and English words seem to be related to the Cornish. To begin with Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese. It cannot be imagined that much connexion has ever existed between the Cornish dialect and the languages now spoken in those countries. I have however discovered a few words, which may be referred to each, though I confess that the resemblance may in some cases have been entirely accidental. Some of these also are originally Latin, and have no other claim to our attention, than that, disguised as they now are, they bear a nearer resemblance to words in those three languages, than they do to their common original. They are the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cornish</th>
<th>Italian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cabot</td>
<td>A chapter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyred</td>
<td>Before.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foge</td>
<td>A blowing house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for melting tin.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Cornish.           Italian.
Gwegy.  To move.  Videgre.
Gwel.  A mastiff.  Veltro.
Koret.  To dance.  Carola.
Miran.  To look.  Mirar.

Spanish.
Muy.  Much.  Muy.

Portuguese.
Bar.  A top.

Cadeira.  A chair.

It is singular that some Cornish words take a as a prefix, as in aegrin, I believe; aagwesyn, I say; asgarn, a bone, &c.; and that the same thing should also be observable in Portuguese. Thus it is in afean, to make ugly; afonser, to dare; afygentar, to put to flight; almofader, a cushion; alambre, amber, &c. It is the Arabic article al, which has not only been retained before the derivatives from that language, but also prefixed to words, which have been adopted from the Latin.

When we consider the long duration of the sway of the Saxons and the Normans in Britain, it is natural to inquire, whether any traces of their speech can be discovered in the aboriginal language. On examining the Cornish vocabulary, it is evident that it contains several French and English words; I understand by this, such terms as are now common to them and the Cornish, I will not inquire how many of these may be of a Saxon, Teutonic, or Latin origin, as it is more than probable, that they have been borrowed from these, and not from the Cornish; which, since the formation of the languages of its powerful neighbours, adopted from them several terms for which it had no names. All such words therefore became a constituent part of the Cornish, though of a foreign origin, and were gradually introduced into it in the course of ages, and subsequently to the Saxon and Norman conquests.

It is well known that none of the ancient conquerors of Britain adopted any of its languages, which they were accustomed to consider as dissonant, unpolished and barbarous. The conquered nation must be possessed of an interesting, if not superior literature, as the Greeks were, before it can attract the conquerors to its
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study. On the contrary, it was the policy of the Romans to diffuse civilisation and their literature, to the disuse of the languages, customs and prejudices of the natives. And they succeeded in it so completely, that though their empire has been extinguished nearly fourteen centuries in the West, yet their laws still govern, and corruptions of Latin still form the basis of several of the modern languages of the Continent. During the Roman sovereignty, the British tongues became confined within more narrow limits; and it was during that period, that those Latin words were incorporated with the Cornish, and which I have given in my second list. It was thus that the Roman power had a tendency to corrupt the aboriginal speech of the conquered countries.

The Saxons also had as little inclination to cultivate the native dialects, as the Romans. A mutual animosity long subsisted between them and the Britons; and when afterwards the former had yielded to civilisation, and the mild genius of Christianity, and the horrors of war had ceased, they had already a language of their own; or else their learned men preferred to cultivate theology in Latin, to the investigation of the dialect and the fables of a rude and illiterate people. It was thus that little or no Cornish was borrowed by the Saxons.

The same cause also operated with the Normans. They endeavoured to effect a total subversion of all English establishments: having seized on the government, and usurped a great part of the property of the kingdom, they introduced their own institutions, and by the encouragement given to the French language, it seemed as if they wished to forbid the vanquished to think and express in the words of their ancestors, that though they were then subjugated, yet that like them they had once been free. In such conquerors as these, it was not to be expected that the extent of the Cornish should be increased.

But the Cornish people, insulated on a narrow peninsula, were necessarily obliged to mix with their conquerors; and as it is not to be supposed that they would feel any particular anxiety for the preservation of their language, they adopted from convenience and choice, some of those words, which I have selected from the vocabulary.

Some of the following are Saxon derivatives, as Angus, anguish; Gronys, a grant; Gurch, a wreck; and yet, a gate; others are remotely Latin, but too much disguised to be admitted as immediate derivatives, such as, Chastys, to chastize; Falsney, falsehood; Spong, a sponge; Tshoppal, a chapel; Tshofar, a chafing-dish, &c. A few real Cornish words have also become English, as Plat, an apple; Aban, above; and Lode, a metallic vein. On the other hand some seem to have been very lately adopted from
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the English, and when the Cornish tongue was already verging to its extinction. Such are the terms *Pokkys miniz*, the small-pox; and *Tybacco*, tobacco.

There are much fewer French than English words in Cornish; a striking circumstance, as it confirms what historians have recorded concerning the failure of the Normans in substituting their language for that of Britain. These may also be divided into classes, like those which are of English derivation. Thus we have first, *Dawn*, one danse; *Clou*, cloupin; *Parlez*, un parloir; and secondly, *Ditvar*, deliver; *Feur*, une foire; *Fya*, suir; *Jugye*, juger; *Parhemmin*, parchemin; and lastly we have, *Gravior*, un graveur; and *Panaez*, un panais.

For the sake of perspicuity, I add lists of most of the English and French words which have occurred to me in Cornish; observing, however, that in my examination of the latter with so many languages, many primitives through their disguise may have escaped me, whilst I have purposely omitted a few, whose derivation appeared doubtful, or too remote to establish any thing like a common origin.

P. S. The following words, which are now used in the English language, are also found in Cornish.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Cornish</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aval.</td>
<td>Guayn.</td>
<td>To grant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Befer.</td>
<td>Hull.</td>
<td>An owl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distyrp.</td>
<td>Launter.</td>
<td>A lantern.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duerken.</td>
<td>Parc.</td>
<td>A field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emperur.</td>
<td>Pea.</td>
<td>To pay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faut.</td>
<td>Pokkys miniz.</td>
<td>The small-pox.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghambia.</td>
<td>Redyn.</td>
<td>To read.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rosit.</td>
<td>To roast.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The p and v are convertible, as *Evay*, super, ever, and in Italian *avvra* and *avva*. [Aval is also German. Ed.]
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Cowz.          Causer.       To speak.
Dawns.         Une danse. A dance.
Dreyson.       Trahison.     Treason.
Encois.        Emcny.        Incense.
Feur.          Une fourre. A fan.
Flair.          Fliwer.       To smell.
Fol.           Fol.          Foolish (mad).
Fyns.          Fyns.         To fly.
Gangye.        Changer.     To change.
Gannel.        Un canal. A channel.
Kloppock.      Cloptner.    To halt.
Pann.          Un pomm. A peacock.
Suif.           Du suif.   Tallow.

The following are the French words which are also found in Cornish.

ON THE PORTLAND VASE.

HAVING been lately engaged in a literary contest on the Portland Vase, which, I may be allowed to say, occasioned a deep sensation, because the circumstance remains recorded in contemporary publications, it is neither for the sake of needlessly renewing the contest, nor of gathering up the opima spolia of victory which remain to me as
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LETTERS ON THE ANCIENT BRITISH LANGUAGE OF CORNWALL.

No. IV.—[Continued from No. XXXVIII. p. 226.]

LETTER VII.

ORTHOGRAPHY, &c.

The uncertain orthography of the Cornish may be esteemed as one of its principal defects. This is, however, a consequence of the circumstances in which it existed, as the uncultivated language of a small and imperfectly civilized people. It is well known how difficult it has proved to establish a canon of orthography in the several modern languages. The spelling of Petrarch and Bocca, though they are still the standards of Tuscan elegance and purity, is different from that of the modern Italians. In fact, a language may be highly refined, and yet have no settled orthography; this can only become fixed through the medium of learned societies, as of the Academies Della Crusca, and those of Paris and Madrid; or as with us, when a great number of eminent authors preponderate by their example, and firmly establish their practice. But those languages, which have had neither of these advantages, must be uncertain in their orthography. Of this a remarkable instance occurs, among the moderns, in the Portuguese, which has fixed its canon neither by means of any learned body, nor by the uniform practice of a sufficient number of celebrated writers. Vieyra's Dictionary is full of references to words, which are differently written. If this is then the case in a living, polished, and even classical tongue, what a confusion may we not expect in the extinct, unwritten, or rarely written, and almost unknown dialect of Cornwall? Instead of the authority of great authors, or even of printed books, there remain in it only a few manuscripts, which were composed at distant periods, in which the words were written according to the discretion of each of the authors; a few other trifling fragments, taken from the oral conversation of the common people, were afterwards committed to writing, according to their different pronunciation, or as the sounds might have been caught by different hearers. This diversity of spelling the Cornish was therefore unavoidable; and a material, if not the principal inconvenience arising from it, is that it adds to the disguise and corruption of the foreign words, so that some of them can no longer be recognised. In
such a perplexity, it must have been difficult to be accurate in a Vocabulary, though, with a few blemishes, such a point might have been attainable by a reference to the synonyms. But I am sorry to say, that when Dr. Borlase began to treat about the language of his ancestors, his former diligence seems to have forsaken him, and that he was then merely endeavouring to finish his book as quickly as possible. As an antiquarian and a naturalist, he was undoubtedly possessed of great acquirements; but he appears to have been no linguis, in the sense that the word would be now understood. Some of his words have the usual reference to their synonyms, which are differently spelt; but in general they are unnoticed; of others he only gives particular cases and tenses, and without pointing out the root, as in Bym, I have been; Cardonion, friends; and Cuthens, covered. On the whole, it is evident, that the Vocabulary was made in haste, and with very little attention either to the selection or the arrangement of the materials. I am even inclined to suppose that the compiler was not aware of the identity of many words, which appear to be merely inflections of the same word. However, as an inquiry into facts, and not censure, is the object of these remarks, I will proceed to give a few instances of those words which are variously written.

De. Dyth. A day.
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Ladh. Latha. To kill.
Marno. Merwy. To die.
Neth. Nied. A nest.
Seia. Sir. A father.
Seth. Zeth. An arrow.
T. Tahen. A house, &c.

I am far from having selected in this list all the Cornish words which are differently spelt. They are however sufficient to leave no doubt concerning the great discrepancy which exists in the orthography; though it must still be owned, that a few, though derived from the same source, seem to have always been distinct words; as Brawd, Breur, from frater; and Churisigen, and Gurigan, from vexier.

Thus far I have examined the Cornish Vocabulary, and compared it with the above languages; though with what success, it is not for me to determine. Let it be however remembered, that to compare and to trace words under the several disguises in which they may present themselves, is at best tedious to the reader; but how much more so must it be to the patience of one who undertakes to write on such a subject! It is, however, better to proceed thus, than to hazard assertions, which cannot be proved, or to labor at the establishment of any particular theory, which does not rest upon a solid basis. I have therefore adhered to no particular opinions of any former authors, but endeavoured to ascertain facts by a careful collation of the scanty remains of the Cornish Dialect. Hence my conclusions are at variance with those of some former writers, who have but too often re-echoed the sentiments of each other. In the first place, I have found, (or, to be more
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I have made it probable, that no ancient Phenician intercourse could have ever been so considerable, as to have had a decided influence on the language of Cornwall; and that the Hebrew which it contains, is too little to be worth mentioning. I have also shown that Dr. Pryce is unfounded in his opinion, that it is mostly derived from the Greek. I suspect that most of those who argue for its connexion with the above languages, are not aware, that much of this is the offspring of national vanity, and of the pleasure of being able to write on topics, which are little understood. On the contrary, I conclude that its basis is to be found in the Celtic, combined with a large mixture of classical, though disguised Latin. To complete the whole, it is also alloyed in some measure with English and French, and a very few terms from other modern languages.

It results moreover from this examination, that this western tongue is so far from being a primitive, that it is a compound of many, and therefore cannot be very ancient. I would assign the eleventh century, the age of the Cotton manuscript, as that when all its component parts had been amalgamated, and it existed in its greatest purity, as distinct from the other British Dialects. As these have undoubtedly admitted in themselves less of a foreign cast, they are purer, and more ancient. The Cornish may be considered as the youngest sister: having borrowed so much from foreign countries, its sounds are not inharmonious, and it is certainly free from the gutturals of the Welsh. The Cornish holds the same place among the Dialects of Britain, that the English does among the languages of modern Europe. Both are alike compounded of many others, and therefore have been brought the latest to perfection; and both possess peculiar advantages of their own, which are in a great measure derived from their formation from such a heterogeneous mass.

The disguise of words, to which I have so frequently alluded, is intimately connected with the discrepancies of orthography, and is the part of our subject which naturally follows next. This shall therefore form the subject of my next letter, as it will make many of my subsequent remarks more intelligible. The causes of this disguise are various, as they are owing to the addition, the change, the suppression, or the transposition of letters.
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it by him, till he is so far improved as to be capable of correcting it himself.

The employment which I have been recommending, if it were only enjoined to persons at school instead of some other task or lesson, and never as an additional exercise, would, I am apt to imagine, be rather acceptable than disagreeable to the generality of them; and, when they have for some time willingly applied themselves to it, there is reason to hope that the sense of the advantage arising from it will incline many to undertake some considerable work of this sort for their further improvement. Few, I believe, who are really desirous of learning the Greek language, would be deterred from such an attempt by the degree of labor which attends it, were they sensible how much both of labor and time is saved by it in the acquisition of that kind of knowledge. Add to this, that the assistance which every student in the language may hope to receive, (when he is farther improved in it,) from the use of the indexes themselves, is such as a well-disposed person cannot but greatly value, were it only confined to the illustration of the Sacred Writings; for, though this branch of literature ought most particularly to be cultivated by those who are designed for holy orders, there is no profession or rank to which it can justly be thought foreign or unimportant: as the only circumstance that discriminates a clergyman from other men is this; that it is his peculiar employment to teach what it is every man's concern to know.

I am, Dear Sir,
Your very humble Servant,
JAMES MERRICK.
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LETTER VIII.

DISGUISE OF WORDS—DIGAMMA.

The disguise of words, to which I have often had occasion to allude, is a matter of the highest importance in the theory and the structure of language. It is also an object of difficulty, as in their transition from foreign languages the original primitives can be scarcely recognised. It is, however, a long and intricate subject, and which would require to be discussed in a separate treatise, and with the greatest accuracy. It would be thus that many philological affinities, might
be discovered, which are not even supposed to exist. The following observations are rather made with a view to vindicate myself than otherwise, as many of my derivations would perhaps appear fanciful without such an explanation.

1. The disguise of some words consists a great deal more in the spelling than in the pronunciation; and thus an Englishman, when he meets with foreign words, will naturally articulate the letters according to his own language, and destroy whatever similarity might have still remained. What can be more different than journal and day, young and juvenis? and yet there can be no doubt of their common origin. This becomes much more probable, when we recollect, that the Roman j and v were pronounced like our English y and w. The Italians have retained the sound of y to their j, as in Jaspide, Jasper, tempò, times; while the Spaniards have nearly digammatized it into an aspirate, as in Boda's or Junta, A Junta. The variations of Young are Giovanni, It.; Joven, Sp.; Jeune, French; and Jework, Cornish; all of which have the same origin as Juvenis; and though they are totally different, when pronounced in English according to their orthography, yet they evidently retain a certain resemblance as they are pronounced by those different nations.

2. Foreigners will not express the same words alike in writing; but will modify them in some measure according to the sounds, to which they have been accustomed. This accounts for the extraordinary discrepancies of navigators, when they give us the same appellations derived from barbarous and unwritten languages. This is remarkably striking in the imitation of the sounds of animals, and indeed in none more than in the discrepant similarity in the name of the cuckoo: ܟܟܟܟ; Cuculus; cuculo and cacil, It.; Coucou, Fr.; Cucillo, Sp.; Caco, Port.; Gog, Corn. Is it then wonderful, when there is such a variety in expressing a sound, which is annually repeated in the ears of millions, that travellers should disagree in reporting words, which they may have never heard pronounced but once?

3. Foreign words have often in themselves something, which cannot be pronounced in the language of the countries, where they become naturalised. Having never been accustomed to corresponding sounds, the South-Sea Islanders could imitate no nearer the names of cook and an are, than tootee and oppus; thus contrary to all the usual substitutions of letters turning the c into a g, and the x into y; and yet however strange this perversion, and distant the resemblance, there can be no doubt of the derivation. We may also suppose that our navigators, on the other hand, did not corrupt their words less. Even nearer home to us, the French turn the th into d and t and the

---

1 The Hebrew word for a cuckoo is תָּגִיל, which is thus rendered in our translation; but it may also mean a sea-men, which I should prefer, as the word תָּגִיל bears no analogy whatever to the note of the bird, contrary to what is the case in so many other languages. (Lev. xi. 16.)
Another cause of the disguise of foreign words, is when there exists a natural impediment to the pronunciation of the people, that the sounds cannot be imitated in their language. An immediate corruption follows; the nearest sounds can only be had recourse to, and the words become totally different from their original, though the constant regularity of their letters indicates the particular letters which could not be pronounced. Thus some modern nations, unable to articulate the Roman pl, have adopted other letters, as for pluere and plangere, we have piuovere, and piangere, It.; illover and ilhorar, Sp.; and chover and thhorar, Port. These nations, therefore, finding this difficulty in the pl, expressed it in the best way they could, and employed those letters, which seemed to them to approximate most to the original sound. But nothing can be more dissimilar to the eye, or sound by an Englishman; and I confess, that unless I had paid attention to the subject, I could not have guessed that these letters were substituted for each other. The Greeks and Romans could express the s followed by a consonant, as in oxlos, sponto, and in this they are followed by the English, Italians, and Cornish in sponge, spongia, sponge; spirit, spirito, speris; star, stella, sterron; which in French, Spanish, and Portuguese, make éponge, esponja; esprit, espírito, espirito, elote, estrella.

5. Words are not only disguised when they lose or alter some of their letters; but this likewise happens, when the original pronunciation remains the same throughout several languages. Different nations employ different symbols to represent similar sounds. It is thus that what is in fact similar in sound and signification, loses every trace of its former appearance, so that it cannot even be suspected, what it originally was, except by those who have studied the subject. Even many who understand the languages, and are acquainted with the synonyms and their meanings, have no idea that, when they are analysed, they spring from one common origin. It only happens, however, when the languages have corresponding sounds; for if they have not, the words either change their letters as citium; It. ciglio; or else they retain their form, without any attempt to designate the pronunciation, as in the Italian, certo and cima, which are in French certain and cime. Of different but similarly pronounced symbols, we have main; It. maggiore; giudizio, jugement, judgment. The correspondents of gn in It. compagno, are in the Hebrew ה, he upheld; Sp. compañero, Port. companheiro, and the English companion. Again, Vaniglio, It.; bermello, Sp.; vermelho, Port.; and vermilion, French and English, are all nearly symbols of the same sound. It is therefore plain, without an unnecessary multiplication of examples, that this disguise of the letters is not less common, or less intricate to be discovered, than that of the others, which depend on a combined alteration of the letters and the pronunciation.

6. When the disguise is constant, there is no difficulty in restoring
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words to their original state, as plurare and pluere, from llorar and, llover; or stagnum and spica, from estanque and espiga. This is one of the most easy, and yet most important points to acquire in the study of languages, as after having detected the several disguises, the affinity of the different phraseology becomes such, that the memory is materially assisted, and that some appear to be but dialects of each other; as is observable in the Hebrew, the Chaldee, and the Syriac; the Latin and its cognate tongues; the English and the Saxon.

7. Some languages have the peculiarity of shortening their derivatives. Thus the French and Portuguese say seul, so, alone; voir, see; lire, le, to read; mal, ma, bad; nu, nn, naked. It is also a peculiarity of this latter language, that it strikes off, or digresses consonants in the middle of words, as in coroa, a crown; cea, a supper; fia, foul; ooa, a ship; ooe, to fly, and booteis, boats. The Portuguese also, in subservience to the genius of their language, turn the l into r, as in cruzo, a nail; pranto, (planctus,) weeping, and preyer, a coast. The Cornish, unable to express the initial w, compensated it by gw, as in guer, true; gwenuyn, poison, and guern, a garment; or they articulated the English ch by Th, as in Thnapal, a chapel; or the w again by th as in seithyn, a week, and ethen, a bird, from septem and anis. They also assume the aspirate for the loss of the Latin s in Helik, a willow, and Huijeren, a father-in-law, from salix and sorc, thus returning to the Greek undigammatized words in φάξ and σαξός. The s, the English sn, and the aspirate are nearly allied, and it is but according to the nature of the sound, that they should be often corrupted and substituted for each other. The Cornish seem also sometimes to pronounce the w like the Welsh, as in lem, a lion, and tare, a bull. It is, in shape as in sound, nothing but the Greek ω. The substitutions of the several other letters in Cornish are almost endless, and will be better understood from the extracts I have already given from the vocabulary, than from any more detailed account in this place.

8. There are sometimes sounds which, in the course of permutation into their own language, foreigners cannot pronounce; and which, instead of corrupting, they entirely omit. Thus the Italian c and the English ch have no correspondent in French, when we say cerass, cherry, cerise; nor have the Italians a sound like ch in charbon. The English combines the three sounds of c in chess, card, and censor.

9. The disguise of words is almost infinite, and cannot be deduced to any general rule. Some words are disguised to an extent, that could not have even been conjectured. Many of these instances, however, can admit of no doubt, and I think that many of those who use

---

1 This, together with the diphthong ou, and the soft e with a cedilla, seem to prove an affinity between the French and the Portuguese, which must be as ancient as Count Henry, a Burgundian prince, who with a body of military adventurers, founded the latter monarchy about the end of the eleventh century.

2 Thus vulgarly yate for gate.
either sherry or jalap do not know that they are indebted for both to
the districts of Xeres and Xalapa. The mistake arises from the Span-
ish x, which is a guttural, and pronounced something like our sh;
and we have expressed that x by a similarly sounding symbol in our
language. It is impossible that the disguise of words should be any
where more striking than in religious appellatives. Thus from יִדְיֶה, יִדְיֶה
we have in English, Jew; Juif, French; Giudeo, It., and Cornish
Jedewoon. It would be tedious to follow the same, if not greater, va-
riations, in the words ἐπίσκοπος, ἐκκλησία, μεσαγός, &c.4

10. The disguise of words is not confined to their spelling, but also
extends to their meaning, though this latter is much less subject to
variation than mere sounds. Most words impart their original signifi-
cation to their derivatives; but still the exceptions are numerous, and
therefore one cannot be too cautious in the interpretation of one lan-
guage by another. Thus copy, evidence, reflect, repair, and supply,
convey very different ideas in English from what they do in Latin.
Some of the German Biblical commentators have fallen into this mis-
take, when they met with difficult words, or with such as occur but
once in the sacred text, and had recourse to the synonyms in Arabic,
and advanced interpretations from it, which are at variance with the
most valuable translations.

11. Though it is one of the essential properties of languages, that
their pronunciation should be different, yet sometimes they have fea-
tures of resemblance in that respect, and where it might have been
the least expected. Particular sounds in one language thus become
common to another, as has been already observed in the Italian c and
the English ch, and it is not improbable, that the r so frequent in
Portuguese, is the Hebrew γ derived to it from the Moors. The most
striking feature of the kind, however, is the aversion of the Spanish
language from the letter f, a circumstance well known to every scholar,
as being common to the Greek in the disappearance of its digam-
ma. Possibly the Spaniards experience the same difficulty in pro-
nouncing that letter, which the Greeks did; and if so, it must have
been from their long familiarity to the same sounds, and incapability
of uttering any other. Be it as it may, the coincidence is most com-
plete. Thus we have franc, to do; hija, a fig; hoja, a leaf; honda,
a sling; horca, a fork; hosco, dark; huir, to fly; humo, smoke; hierrro,
iron, and several others which are derived from the Latin f.
Those words which begin with two consonants retain the f; as in flas-
grar, to sparkle; frangir, to break; and this is also observable in
the Greek as in ὁφθαλμος, to tremble, and ὁφων, to be wise. From

4By a most strange perversion we have bottega from ἴμ clerk, which the
Italians borrowed from the Greeks; called also by the French boutique;
and as men in similar circumstances have recourse to the same means, the
Americans call a shop, a store; and the Spaniards give the name of lucaderos
to the places, where the gold dust is collected, like the Cornish miners,
who call the corresponding places for tin, stream works.
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...shum we have kilo and kilo; and viis, after having been disfigured in filius and all its derivatives, is at length found again in Spanish in almost its primitive form in hijo.

12. Words are still more highly disfigured, when adopted in the dialects of a barbarous age. Under some of the foregoing heads, I have considered words as reported by voyagers, who accommodated them as much as they could to sounds in their own language. Little dependence can be placed on their accuracy. But how much more inaccurate must be the derivatives, which are found in the modern languages! The influx of rude and barbarous nations into the Roman empire corrupted the Latin; or, to speak more accurately, it began to be pronounced according to the particular accent of the invaders. This change of pronunciation necessarily created a disguise which from its combination with continual solecisms produced a new dialect. This new production for a long time was despised, and being neither committed to writing, nor having any other fixed standard, became subject to still greater vicissitudes. Words, which were at first but slightly altered, at length became so disguised, as to lose every type of their original resemblance. While they borrowed from foreign languages, the vulgar did it in the most ignorant way, so as to be even ridiculous, as in the Spaniards mistaking the Arabic article for a part of the word itself, in nearly all they took from the Moors, as in algodon, cotton; alcalde, a magistrate; alchymia, alchemy, &c. Thus they wrote a solecism and a disguise in the very same word. After these alterations of the common people, another important change still remained, when the language began to be cultivated. With a view to be polished, and reduced to a grammatical system, the words still underwent a much greater aberration from their roots. All these processes are so many different steps, which account for a more considerable corruption than when words are reported according to the ear of a traveller, or when common use transplants them from a living tongue, retaining the orthography, if not the pronunciation. The modern languages, French and Italian, were in their infancy much less disguised in their Latin derivatives, than they are at present. Petrarch spelled much nearer Latin than the modern Italians; and the French have since dropped many unpronounced letters, though some are still retained in the plural of their verbs. The pronunciation may also be supposed to have participated in the deterioration of orthography; and what was still articulated with a Roman accent in the fifth century, gradually departed from it, so as to leave us no doubt, that the former is not less corrupted than the latter.

13. The reverse of the above is true with respect to words, which are but of late introduction into modern languages. They are indeed the words which are the least disguised, as they labor under the disadvantage neither of having descended to us through distant ages, nor of having been imported from unwritten dialects by the deceitful ear of travellers. Of this number may be reckoned the Greek names, which have been adopted by the moderns to designate particular arts and sciences. Thus polity, philosophy, physic, &c. have been altered
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id nothing but the termination; and the same rule also holds good with respect to the Latin words which have been lately naturalised among us, and which eminent authors have recommended for the sake of elegance and energy, as in to concede, to interpolate and to lubricate; and in conciliation, detrusion, obliquity, and recrimination. From this we may infer that it is by foreign conquests, and in barbarous ages, that languages become corrupted; and that on the other hand, whatever learned or fixed languages borrow from each other, is but comparatively little altered in the transition.

14. Languages either add or take away letters from words for the sake of softening the pronunciation, or to be adapted to the national idiom. The theory of the Greek digamma, about which so much has been written, and which, it must be allowed, was a fortunate discovery, amounts to no more than this definition. It is in fact not peculiar to the Greek; but traces of it may be discovered in all languages; and though it may chiefly affect the $f$ and $v$, yet it is also sometimes applied to other letters. I take the digamma to be nothing more than a suppressed consonant, whatever it may be. A very short discussion will render this evident. The Greek, like other smooth languages, dropped harsh or sibilant letters, for the sake of a concourse of vowels, as in ὀφων and ἰῳν, while the Latin retained the primitive forms in ơum and sol. The Greek words, as they now are, have been, if the expression can be allowed, truncated and smoothed down. The reason is plainly this, that finding it difficult and unmusical to articulate particular letters, the Greeks either removed them, or sometimes compensated them by an aspirate, as in ὀφως, and ἵωπα, Ἑσρ and Ἑσπερ. Even the $k$ may be a substitute of the Digamma, as the Hebrew כ; Greek, κέρα; Latin, cornu; English, horn.

From the Hebrew כ, the Greeks have digammatized their ὀφως, and the English their whole; and from ἐκαστος, it is thus that we have each. The Cornish also has brokhal and brochal, a sleeve; and carhar and carehar, a prison. Next to the $f$ and $v$, the $s$ seems to have been oftener struck out by the Greeks, as in κιμ, sum, I am; ἐστων, socer; ἐστω, serpo; ἃ, sal; ἵ, six; ἐτω, seven, &c. Again, ὀε, takes the $v$ in the Latin video, and the $s$, as in the English, to see; or as in μυ, to send. The Greeks do not always reject the $γ$, since they have retained it in γαία, and not in θαλ. The $t$ and the $d$ are also signs of the digamma, since the Hebrews say י, the Greeks ἐως, and the English, earth; instead of what the Latin and its cognates have expressed by terra, and the Cornish by dör and tyr. The

---

Thus the Hebrew י is expressed in Roman characters by $k$ and $ch$, as in Akiba, and in our English translation, Ahab.

2. Umbra resumes its digamma in the Spanish sombra. The following word has taken at different times the three cognate digrammatic letters, $f$, $s$, and $h$, σκόμπο, focus, and higo. Andalusia has lost the digamma from Vandalusia. The Indus is now the Sinde.
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Hebrew ו in  ה, the grave, disappears in its English derivate hel. The Romans unable to pronounce the harsh and guttural י in ה, he made, approximated to it in facio, which from the genius of the Spanish language, is restored to something like its original form in aceor. I have already observed that sôs returns at length to bi'ô; but in Latin the digamma is expressed in that very word by i and l. The Italians and the Portuguese, in imitation of the Greeks, have dropped the l for the sake of a more pleasing concourse of vowels, as the poetic plurals of the former have augelli, birds; cavalli, horses; stratii, arrows; for augelli, cavalli, and stratii; while the latter have in the plural, baris, barrels; and bateis, boats, instead of barides, bateles. Naôs after having retained its digamma in Latin, resumes its Greek softness in the Spanish nao; and I apprehend also that aîpa is a digrammatized form of the Hebrew ק, blood.

I have just observed that the y is sometimes the letter restored in Greek for the digamma, as in γαία; and the parallel also holds out through the modern languages, as γέως gives us in Cornish henath; August in French is Aout; 1 Germanus makes in Spanish Germán, and in Portuguese Germão, a brother. The transitions of elmu are remarkable; in Latin eo, in Italian, pres. eo, 3d. of the perfect poetic, gio, inf. gire and ire in English go; in Spanish ir, and in Portuguese ir; all of which, varied as they are, leave no room to doubt of their common origin. The Greeks generally omitted the γ, for which they had no equivalent, as in Ἡρω, and Ἐγγύ; except in a few proper names, in which they expressed it by γ, as in Γαζά, Γαζία; but it is not so commonly known, that they had before employed the γ for the same purpose, as from Ἡρω, they made κοβα, from which have sprung the several derivatives of corens, coreo, corbeau, and crow.

Some Portuguese words want the a to be restored to their digrammatized form, as in pessoa, a person; some the d, as mac and erma; some the final vowel, as aérens and varoços, heroes; and some even substitute nothing for a vowel, but an aspirate, as sólho, a leaf, and mother, a woman; or after losing a syllable and its consonant they contract it into a circumflex monosyllable, as sor, a color, dôr, grief, and mór, greater. I should therefore be induced to conclude from these observations, that the digamma is nothing more than a particular disguise of words, and that there is perhaps no language from which instances of it might not be selected. It is also evident that the modern languages have had largely recourse to the expedient of truncating, or digrammatizing their words like the Greeks, and that in that

1 Voltaire retains the Latin form, and writes it Auguste.
2 It has frequently been observed that stammers find a particular difficulty in pronouncing the s and k. Such persons therefore are exactly in the situation of the Greeks and Hebrews, who digrammatized words beginning with these letters owing to an imperfect pronunciation. The c in the French root, is lost in our English ret.
respects, they have a nearer affinity to Greek than this last has to the Latin.

Besides some of the more common changes of letters, the Cornish, in common with the above-mentioned languages, is materially affected by the digamma. It is thus that we find bāra, bread, from fār; halōn, from ἅλς, salt; houl, from ἡλιος, the sun; and huigen, a father-in-law, from ἑυγός. It is, however, in compound words that it is most conspicuous, as fymara, my head, where m is substituted for b, to suit the euphony of the Cornish; or where the f vanishes in composition, as in Boscawenun, Boscawen downs; Lan-y-un, the church on the Downs; or where the b and g disappear in certain words, as in Goonhilly, the cull's downs; and in streil, a flesh brush. The f and c are also removed in hōrn, iron; halun, the calends; and horf, from corpus. The l is sometimes prefixed for euphony, as lavalu, instead of alvalu, an apple-tree. The b, f, m, and p, are changed into v in composition, and thus bara, bread; fos, a ditch; snean, a stone; and pened, a hill, become vara, vos, sven, and vendeh.

The s after having been removed is compensated by an aspirate, as in hennó, senex; hoch, sus; and huib sex.

15. The digamma is found in the middle of words, or as I mean by the term, where any letter is suppressed. This happens to several Greek words, which in Latin assume the v, as bōyes, boves; λεῖος, levis; and ὀῖος, ovius. This also applies to other letters, and it is on this principle that I take the Portuguese, Lisboa and coroa, to be digumated; and as when the Attics drop the e in νομῶ, oikeō. The l disappears in Portuguese as in coor, door, which have been since circumflexed in cór and dór; so does the g, as in ter, and the d, as in crer; or the b in Cornish, as in Goonfeilley, which is now contracted and Anglicised into Goon-hilly. It is therefore obvious that the digamma is expressed by different letters in the middle, as well as in the beginning of words; so that those scholars are by no means to be depended on who invariably reduce words to their primitive form by adding to them an f or a v, which, on the contrary, often prevents them from arriving at the true derivation.

16. The application of the digamma to Homer was a lucky thought, and the metre itself is the best guide where it ought to be inserted. This brings it to a degree of certainty which could not have been attained if the Iliad had been in prose. I am of opinion that the poet wrote the words complete, but that they have been since modified and altered by the same genius, which has made horf of corpus, hirman of germanus, and vour of volare. The consonants having since

The digamma of ego is remarkable throughout the modern languages; Io, It.; yo, Sp.; cu, Port.; je, French; ich, German; and I, Eng.

2 Originally Goonability, from goon, a down, and colt, a colt. It is a down of some miles in extent, not far from the Lizard, and formerly celebrated for its small and hardy horses, the breed of which was destroyed by some regulations of Henry VIII. The down took its name from the horses, and has since been made into an awkward English compound, Goon-hilly.
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been left out in pronunciation, Homer began to be written as he is now. The consequence of this would be, and it so happened, that the metre should become defective, so that it could be restored only by reverting to the old orthography and pronunciation. The application of the digamma has afforded a most ingenious approximation to this point.

17. It may be remarked, that this discrepancy in the Greek pronunciation affords an additional argument for the antiquity of Homer. In the time of Herodotus, Greek was written as at present: revolutions in language require ages to be effected, and therefore since the digamma had so early disappeared from pronunciation and writing, it is a very natural conjecture that a long period must have already elapsed between Homer and Herodotus. It is thus that philology supports chronology, from which we learn that the former lived 900 years before Christ, and more than 450 before the latter. The digamma also affords an indirect proof that the poems of Homer could not have been the work of some more recent writer, as it is not likely that any literary impostor could have made so many deviations from the common prosody. Though apparently irregularities, these, when examined by means of the digammatic principle, appear to be free from every anomaly.

18. The Homeric digamma differs from that in the modern languages, because it was inserted at an ancient, and afterwards omitted at a more recent period; while in these it is very recent, and only of the same age with their formation from barbarous dialects. The digamma was lost in Greek after that language had attained its highest purity; but the Spanish one has not only been adopted in that country, but it still continues in use. Where nothing has been lost, no deficiency can be felt, and therefore no inquiry is made. It is the truncated state of Homer's verses, which led the critic to this discovery; but in the modern languages, where the digammated letters were lost at their first formation, that has not been perceived, the disguise has been uninvestigated, and therefore it has not been established that the present modern digamma, which, by vanishing, has disfigured so many Latin and other foreign words, has acted on the same principle as that which has disappeared from the orthography of Homer.

19. The following remarkable passage occurs in the preface to Lhuyd's Cornish Grammar, and which is the more valuable for an illustration, as it cannot be supposed to have been making in it the most distant allusion to our digammatic theory. "When you see that we turn the English words, to laugh, to play, to whistle, bitter, six, sister, in the language of Guench, xuertin, xware, xuibany, xuwr, xuex, xuwr; and in the Armoric, xoaisin, xoeri, xuihanat, xuer,

---

1 It would appear from the following passage, that the digamma or truncating of words was already beginning to be introduced in the age of Homer.

'Oc ὶλλον ὠντα ἐλληνα μὲν ἔλληνα μὲν ἔλληνα ΛΕΙΒΩΝ.

Οἰων. Θ. στ. Χ. 531.
270  On the Ancient British Language, &c.

secr, sorr; but in the Cornish, huerthin, quarc, huibanat, huro, hui, hor, we know then very easily that the Cornish is changed. For the like passages are never thus turned by the people of the Welsh Guenez and the people of Lezou have learned from them. It seems, then, that the Welsh and Armoric x has been in Cornish changed into h; but x in some languages is either turned into s, or pronounced as such, as in Serce, Alessandro, Xabon, Xeringa, instead of Xerxes, Alexander, sepe, syraca. By applying this rule to the Welsh, its x will then be to be only considered as a differently shaped s, the hissing sound of which was afterwards changed for a cognate aspirate in Cornish. Next to the f and v, there is not a letter that more often supplies the place of the digamma in Greek than s, thus, ας, σαλ; εκβοις, sover; Ἕπαρ, σερο; οἰς, συνα; οις, sus, &c. It is rightly observed in Valpy's Greek Grammar, p. 193, "The aspirate is generally expressed in Latin by s," or, in other words, that the aspirate becomes s, and that at a further remove it may be written, if not pronounced, x. It is therefore a striking affinity that Cornish and common Greek should have removed the s to compensate it by an aspirate.

But there is still another point of view. The Cornish bears nearly the same relation to Welsh, or its derivates, which the common tongue of Greece does to the diction of Homer. The old Greeks and the language of Guench wrote their words complete, which in cognate dialects, and at more recent periods, were truncated of their digammas. The Cornish and the common Greek are therefore nothing but modernised forms of the two more ancient languages. There are no languages that have not some sounds which are common and the same in each, and therefore since the disappearance of the digrammatic s is so evident in Cornish, the parallel in Greek must have happened from the same cause, a difficulty of pronouncing the s; so that this structure of Cornish words, as remarked by Mr. Lloyd, materially confirms the conjectures of former critics concerning the Homeric digamma.

These are a few of the numerous aspects under which words appear to have been corrupted in different languages. I have treated the subject only cursorily, and no farther than my present object required, that I might vindicate myself from the imputation of having been perhaps whimsical in some of my derivations. It is, however, of that importance in philological point of view, and is calculated to throw so much light on the origin, the pursuits, and the history of nations, that it would deserve to be discussed in a separate essay, and by a more learned, acute, and able pen than mine. It is, however, with reluctance that I close my observations on this part of the subject.
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Uses metallarv rods blaw is not adequately rendered by migration, or departure from this life: it strictly implies a change of the manner of life; and as, according to the Philosophy of Ancient Greece, the soul was held to be an emanation from the Deity, it was consequently believed indestructible in its nature.

LETTERS ON THE ANCIENT BRITISH LANGUAGE OF CORNWALL.

No. VI.—[Continued from No. XL. p. 270.]

LETTER IX.

COMPOUND WORDS, &c.

After having examined, in my last letter, the different ways, in which words are disguised, I may be permitted in this to proceed with some remarks more immediately connected with the Cornish dialect. The first suggestion however that occurs, is how far researches into a subject of the kind may be attended with some utility. It is indeed true, that Cornish is not of that importance which attaches to the ancient and modern tongues, that may be called classical. I understand by the term, those whose standard has been fixed, and have now become valuable by the productions of eminent writers. As these characteristics certainly do not be-

2 Dr. Borlase thus expresses himself in the Preface to his Cornish Vocabulary: “In the present language of my countrymen, there are many words, which are neither English, nor derived from the learned languages, and therefore thought improprieties by strangers, and ridiculed as if they had no meaning; but they are indeed the remnants of their ancient language, esteemed equal in purity and age to any language in Europe.

“The technical names belonging to the arts of mining, husbandry, fishing and building, are all in Cornish, and much oftener used, than the English terms for the same things. The names of houses and manors, promontories, lakes, rivers, mountains, towns and castles in Cornwall, especially in the Western parts, are all in the ancient Cornish. Many families retain still their Cornish names. To those, therefore, that are earnest to know the meaning of what they hear and see every day, I cannot but think that the present Vocabulary, imperfect as it is, and all Vocabularies, perhaps are at first, will be of some satisfaction.”

(ANTiquities of Cornwall, p. 375.)

(delwedd F6677) (tudalen 062)
long to the Cornish, it can be interesting only as an object of antiquarian and etymological research. These are, however, points of the highest consequence to the philosophical inquirer into the origin, and the history of nations, and sometimes they are the only confirmation that we can obtain of our conjectures respecting the state of former days. For instance the etymology of the Cornish, as having been derived from several foreign tongues, remarkably confirms the truth of history concerning the several nations who have at any time either traded or settled in the west. The marks which they have left on the language attest the truth of history. It is owing to this mixture of foreign idioms, that the Cornish has so much less of an original cast, than the other British dialects.

An acquaintance with Cornish remains, may also be singularly useful in the study of antiquities, especially of such as are connected with the ancient Britons. It must, however, be acknowledged, that a great part of the interest it excites, is of a local nature; but I apprehend that this objection also applies to every other tongue, that has never enjoyed any extensive circulation. It cannot fail to be important, as connected with general literature, to add to its accumulated stores, by preventing any particular dialect from sinking into oblivion, and to exhibit its excellencies and defects. If attempts to preserve the aboriginal languages of America and the Southern Islands, are commendable, how much more so must be the endeavour to form an acquaintance with the scattered fragments of the speech of their ancestors!

The most striking utility of Cornish to general readers, is the helps which it affords in explaining the local names of men and things. There is no part of the world where the proper names are so entirely original as in Cornwall; and there is in them an extraordinary variety, which is occasioned by the particularly diversified scenery of the county. As to English local names in Cornwall, they are but few, and even those are evidently of modern date. To a stranger travelling there, and indeed to almost all the natives, those Cornish words are as entirely destitute of meaning, as if they were Sanscrit. It is not perhaps generally proper to learn the language of any country, merely for the sake of understanding the nomenclature of its topography; but to natives and residents, an acquaintance with it to a certain degree, is desirable. It enables one at once to guess at the locality of any place, and on looking over a map, to determine the face of the country from the names; and even where the inferior objects of buildings, woods, mines, and enclosures have vanished, we are enabled to assign them their former positions, without the assistance of history, or even of tradition. A Cornishman, unacquainted with these several terms, is in fact to be compared to one, who is a stranger in the land of his ancestors; and while he mentions any particular spots,
it must continually appear to him as if he had succeeded to an
unknown race of men, and was expressing the sounds of a dead
and barbarous tongue.

I have had occasion to mention in several of my former letters,
that the Cornish is not guttural, and that it is much more harmo-
nious than any of the other British dialects. It is indeed so far
from being disagreeable, that if it had been cultivated by a polished
people, it would have been particularly smooth and elegant. It
has none of that frequent concourse of consonants, which so much
disfigures some of the modern languages; and I have no doubt
that a foreigner would find it much easier to articulate any given
number of Cornish than English words.

The Cornish derives a particular advantage from the expressiveness
of its proper names; as indeed it is singular that there are
few or no places in Cornwall, whose names are not connected with
some local circumstance. And yet could this have been the nomen-
clature of a barbarous people? Their accuracy in this respect forms
a striking contrast with the fanciful, unmeaning, and sometimes
ridiculous appellatives of modern discoveries. The Cornish ought
to be a pattern to our modern navigators. Valvena, the old
moor; Hendra, the old town; Handue, God's enclosure, or the
church-yard; Meantol, the hole stone; Portreath, the sandy cove;
Tregoose, the wood farm; Trenance, the village in the valley;
these are a few from some hundred proper names, and which are
all equally expressive.

After so many revolutions, religious as well as political, it is
really surprising that those names have not only been retained,
but that they have been so little altered. Conquerors and new
settlers, and even the descendants of the natives, in general either
adopt new, or so corrupt the old names, that they can be no longer
recognised. This happened in the nomenclature of Europe after
the subversion of the Roman Empire, as the like has more recently
taken place in the European colonies in the two hemispheres, in
the almost unaccountable omission or perversion of native names.
But the Cornish appellations of the hills and valleys still remain to
attest the abode of former generations, and by these faint but lasting
memorials, they remind their posterity, that the country is still
the same, and that they inhabit the very spots, which were the
scenes of the residence and of the pursuits of their forefathers.

A few Cornish names, however, seem to have given way to
modern ones, especially in those of parishes, as in St. Ives,

---
1 There are exceptions when the substantive is not placed before the
adjective, as in this Hendra, from Hen, old, and Tre, a town, or rather
village; or in Camelford, from Cam, crooked, Hel, a river, and Ford, a
passage.
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St. Mawes, and St. Just; but even these are very ancient, as they must be referred to that remote period, when Christianity was first introduced, and the Cornish, from religious veneration, gave the names of their Saints to the new division into parishes. The words have also been very differently pronounced at different periods, and this has occasioned some of that diversity in the orthography, which I have already noticed; and there is also a disposition to Anglicise Cornish names, whenever they bear any resemblance to English ones, as in Fort Isiah, The Lizard, Pendennis, and Brown Willy, instead of Porth-isick, The village of corn creek; Lam-herd, The projecting land; Pen-dinas, The hill of fortification; and Brae-an-wollon, The hill of high crags.

The Cornish abounds in compound words, as may be seen in the different names of places. They are generally formed of two words, and, occasionally, of three; but they consist of only from two to four syllables. Thus we have Chyprase, the house in the meadow; Clowance, the valley of echoes; Tre-mabe, the boys' village; Killigrew, the eagles' grove; Lan-hadron, the thieves' valley; Re-sugga, the moist valley; Killi-gorrick, the grove on the water-side; Pen-callinick, the hill of the holy trees; and Menadown, the rocky place by the water. Some are contracted into a monosyllable, as Choone for Chy-un, digammmated from Chy-goon, the house on the common; and some of three syllables are made into two, as Kill-oek, from Killy-oake, the oak grove.

Few languages could express so much within so small a compass, or with so much smoothness. Among the compounds of three words are the following: Cois-pen-hayle, the wood at the river's head; Hel-men-tor, a rocky hill on the moor; Pen-hal-voir, the head of the great moor; Tre-gust-ick, the wooded house by the brook; Tre-men-hir, the long stone village; Tin-tag-el, the good fortification on the moor.

I observed in my last letter, how very often Cornish words are digammated. This was done chiefly to avoid any collision or harshness of sounds, and for that reason consonants were removed, and the vowels coalesced, as we have just seen in Choone, from Chy-un and Chy-gun; and again, Ar-allas, upon the cliff, and Ar-owan, on the rivulet, are put instead of War-allas and War-owan; while Bus-var-gus, the house on the top of the wood, and Clowance, are put instead of Bus-war-gus, and Clowance. In short, it seems to have been the genius of the language to soften all asperities, and at the same time to retain its manly character by not admitting an unnecessary concourse of vowels. By not removing the superfluous consonants, how very disagreeable would be

1 I recollect being once called up very early, by a new servant, a native of Plymouth, as Tom Genys wanted me; but on coming down, I was surprised to find, that I had been sent for to the village of Tremagenna.
the corresponding English compounds, Meadhouse, Thieves Vale; Woodfarm, Wood-top moor, Moorstone hill, &c. This harshness is owing to our retaining all the consonants in our composition, and which makes it almost impossible to compound words in many cases, especially when they are monosyllables.

The Greeks, like the Cornish, softened their compounds by dropping certain letters, as in ἰοπλόκαμος, ἰπόδαμος, λυγυθόγγος, and τοδάρης. The disadvantage of Greek compounds, however, is, that the words become of an immoderate length, and occupy nearly as much room as if they had been expressed in a separate form.

The Cornish is free from this defect, as the greater part of its compounds are only of two, and a few are at the most of three syllables. It is thus that it combines the advantages of the Greek and the English compounds, without incurring the length of the former, or the harshness of the latter. Contrary to the Greeks, whose compounds consist of only two words, the Cornish have sometimes three, and yet they neither lengthen the word too much, nor render it disagreeable, as in Bud-och-vean, the little oak haven; Tre-van-nance, the village in the great valley, &c.

The Cornish compounds are mostly formed of two monosyllables, which are occasionally softened, as has been said before, by the removal of the redundant letters, as in Clowance, &c., while others again are connected by the particles a, an, u, and y, or by or, bar, gan, vor, or war.† All these occur in, Menudowa, the rocky place by the water; Chy-an-dour, the house on the water side; Chy-n-bale, the house in the moor; Lan-y-un, the church on the downs; Ar-allas, upon the cliff; Chi-bar-bes, the house on the high green; Chi-vor-lo, the house by the great pool; Tre-gan-horn, the iron house; and Ty-war-n-haile, the house on the moor. Sometimes also letters are added for euphony, as Guste-vor, for Gus-vor, a large wood; and Lanf-eglos, for Lanf-glos, the enclosed church. This use of the t to harmonize sounds is the same as in the French y a-t-il? ‡

Greek proper names are often nothing more than possessives, as in ᾿Αλλιαγρός, Ἰάμβος, Περελαύς, the synonyms to which are rendered in Cornish by two words, as Mor-va, a place by the sea; Tremelvy, the honey farm; and Ellen-glaze, green elms. The Cornish compounds sometimes consist of a substantive and an adjective; but more commonly of two substantives, with or without a connecting particle. This is owing to the paucity of Cornish adjectives, as Nan-killy, Carn-glaz, Pen-trivel, and Tre-vor-der; all of which, if in Latin, would be thus expressed, Vallis nemorosa,

† To these may be added, ga, gor, bartha, and wartha, as in Tregaminion, the house of stones; Tregorrich, the house by the brook; Trebartha, and Trewarthas, the upper house.

‡ Is not the original termination of the verb in this instance retained, rather than a letter arbitrarily inserted for Euphony? Ed.
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Rupes viridis, Caput equinum, and Domus palustris. This is the same idiom as that which so frequently occurs in Hebrew, and from the same cause, as which Grammarians call the regimen, as יִשְׂרָאֵל, a delightful land, (Mal. iii, 12.) יִשְׂרָאֵל, lying, (Prov. xiii, 5.) יִשְׂרָאֵל, a good blessing, (Prov. xxiv, 23.)

Several lists have been made of the Cornish proper names, some of which have received different meanings; but this is not surprising, when we reflect, that when the translator has been at a loss, he may have conjectured at a meaning from actual localities; and on the other hand, it is well known how difficult it is to trace a multiplicity of proper names, in a language of which only a few scattered fragments remain, and which is now totally extinct. Many of those appellatives also can undoubtedly bear different significations, yet with all these disadvantages, I apprehend that it would be less arduous to interpret any given Cornish nomenclature, than that of the Greek places in the second Book of the Iliad.

Such then seem to have been some of the excellencies by which the Cornish language was distinguished, even in the rude and imperfect state of the people by whom it was spoken. It is then evident that it would have been susceptible of a high degree of cultivation, and might possibly have even surpassed many of those tongues, which, at different periods, have been the vehicles of useful science and elegant literature, and afforded the means of communication between numerous assemblages of men. But it is with languages, as it is with individuals; it is not always those who originally had the best pretensions, who are advanced to eminence and fame. The language of a large and powerful population becomes an object of attention, and in the course of ages it is progressively improved, till it receives the highest degree of perfection, which, in its nature, it can admit. But the dialect of a small and insulated race, is deprived of those external supports; and whatever may be its original merits, it is left to itself, till it decays unknown and unregretted, and is finally merged and lost in its more powerful neighbours. The Cornish was the least unmixed of the British dialects; but it was at the same time the most harmonious and the most improveable. It is indeed to be lamented, that after so many ages, and the convulsions of so many political storms, none of these dialects should have become the tongue of some great European nation. I cannot also but express my regret that the one which I have now been endeavouring to elucidate in these letters, should have been that which has been the first extinct, which has been the least cultivated, which has been spoken by the smallest tribe, which the fewest attempts have been made to preserve, and which, but for a few philological antiquarians, would have entirely sunk into oblivion.
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(delwedd F6684) (tudalen 000b)
stage under the more ennobling features of our national religion. But I am inclined to think that a selection of sacred subjects might be performed during the periods of religious festivals, as the oratories are during Lent, with public advantage as well as gratification. I would of course be understood to mean this under very punctilious restriction. The sacred Drama of Hannah More, for instance, might perhaps on such occasions be advantageously performed. The subjects indeed, equally fitted for stage effect to be found in the same inexhaustible reservoir, are inexhaustible. The magnificence of oriental scenery is there united with all the wonderful of incident, all the sublime of supernatural agency, and all the beautiful of morality. C.

ANCIENT BRITISH LANGUAGE OF CORNWALL.

LETTER X.

CORNISH EXTRACTS.

HAVING in my former letters compared the Cornish with those languages, to which it bears the greatest affinity, and endeavoured to trace its phraseology under its several disguises, you will now expect that I should give you some account of the writings that are still extant in it. Unfortunately, its remains are few, scattered, and difficult to be procured; and, as compositions, possessed of little literary merit. The Cornish manuscripts are characterised as the works of men, who wrote to please a rude and illiterate people. What remains is mostly in verse, and is an inferior kind of sacred poetry. But it is foreign to our subject to enter into any examination of the sentiments, or to reprobate the absurdities which occur in those writers. Let us consider them merely as the vehicles in which the language is now preserved; and because they were composed while it was yet in common use, we may very properly suppose that they are pure, or in other words, that they represent it as it was then spoken. It is therefore in this point of view that those manuscripts are valuable. It is indeed on the examination and study of these, that the only possibility of examining the Cornish language depends.

I wish it had been so far in my power to inspect those venerable relics, so as to have given you such an account as would be mutually satisfactory. As it is, I can offer you but few original remarks,
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and must, in a great measure, give you the substance of what has been said by others.

The most ancient Cornish manuscript is the Cottonian. It is supposed to be of the eleventh century. It is a vocabulary, which was mistaken at first for Welsh; but when examined by Mr. Lluyd, the archæologist, he pronounced it to be Cornish. He thus speaks of it in a letter to his friend Mr. Tonkin. "I know not whether I mentioned that I had sent Mr. Moor a copy of an old Cornish glossary in the Cotton library. It is a valuable curiosity; being probably seven or eight hundred years old. If you cannot procure it, you shall have a copy of mine: alphabetically, or in the order of the Cotton MS. which is in continued lines, but with some regard to natural order." (Polwhele's Hist. of Corn. vol. iii. p. 32.) Dr. Borlase has incorporated it in the vocabulary at the end of his Antiquities of Cornwall.

There are two manuscript poems in Cornish, which have been preserved in the Bodleian library.¹ They were dramatic, and are such as might have been expected to be produced about the fifteenth century, among a people little acquainted with literature. The mysteries of religion were the subject of the modern drama in its infancy, perhaps borrowed by the Cornish from their continental neighbors. It was not their original invention, as the silence of those who have written on the subject would lead us to infer. The second of these manuscripts is of the beginning of the seventeenth century, and is said to have been expressly composed for the purpose of being represented in an ancient British amphitheatre at St. Just, near Penzance. The language was then declining, and the poet must have written rather as it formerly was, than as it was then actually spoken. I cannot do better than give you Dr. Borlase's account of those compositions in his own words.

"Another general custom was the play or interlude in the Cornish tongue. Of these plays the subjects were taken from Scripture, and the design suitably good, even that of instructing the common people in the meaning and excellence of the Holy Scriptures; although the design, it must be owned, is executed in a coarse and rude manner.

"There are two manuscripts in the Bodleian library, which contain some interludes, or, as the author calls them, Ordinalia: the first, in parchment, written in the fifteenth century, exhibits three Ordinalia; the first treats of the creation of the world, the second of the passion of our Lord Jesus Christ, the third of the resurrection. The other manuscript is on paper, written by William Jordan, An. 1611. This has only one Ordinale, of
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the creation of the world and the deluge. There is a third book written in Cornish on vellum, which Mr. Ed. Lhuyd, late keeper of the Museum at Oxford, received from John Anstis, Esq., Garter King at Arms. It treats of the passion in metre, but not in dramatic dialogue, intitled Mount Calvary.

"The first Ordinal of the creation begins thus (God the Father speaking):

Cornish.

"En Tas a Nef yur Gylmyr,
Formyer phub tra a vyd'h gwryst,
O nan, ha tryon, yn gwryst,
En Tas, han Mōb, han Spyrys;
Ha hethyn me a theysyr,
Dre ou grath dalleth au Bys,
Y lovaraf, Nef, ha Tyr
Formyys ortho ou bryys."

Englished.

"The Father of Heaven I the maker,
Former of every thing that shall be made,
One, and Three, truly,
The Father, the Son, and the Spirit;
Yes—this day it is my will
Of my especial favor to begin the world.
I have said it—Heaven and Earth,
Be ye formed by my counsel.

"This metre is not ill chosen or unmusical.
"The scanning to be performed in the following manner:

"En Thaa Nēf-yūr Gyl-wyr,
Forme-er phū-btra výth-gwyrists, &c.

"It is the Trochaic Heptasyllable, otherwise called the Trochaic Dimeter Catalectic. It consists of three trochees and a semiped.

Aristophanes was very fond of it at times.

"In Latin, Horace adopts it.

"Non ebur nēque aūreum.

"In English, Shakespeare frequently uses it; and Dryden for his tenderest numbers:

"Softly sweet in Lydian measure,
Soon he sooth'd his soul to pleasure.

"The language suits the metre; as the subject is sublime, the composition is not unsuitable, as may be seen by the above and following stanza:

"YN peswere gwyres perfyth
Then bys ol golowys glan,
Hogahynwyn y a'wyth
An Houl, an Lor, b' an Steryan.
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Me a set a Nugh an gaeyth
Yn creys an Ebron avan,
An Lor yn nos, Houl yn geyth
May rollons y golow Splan.

"In the fourth (day) I shall make perfect
For the world all the resplendent lights,
And I will that they be called
The Sun, the Moon, and the Stars.
Then will I place them on high
In the midst of the firmament above,
That the Moon by night, the Sun by day,
May yield their glowing splendor.

"The stanza consists of eight verses with alternate rhymes; sometimes this is changed for a stanza of six, of which the first and second are of one rhyme, the fourth and fifth of another, and the third and sixth line of a third rhyme; but the heptasyllable metre continues throughout, with few deviations, in this piece and all the others.

"The poetry is the least exceptionable part of these interludes: a person called the Ordinary was the chief manager; every thing was done as he prescribed, and spoken as he prompted. The persons in the drama are numerous: in this no less than fifty-six in number; in the second, sixty-two; in the third, sixty; princes, patriarchs, saints, angels (good and bad), and even the persons of the ever-blessed Trinity are introduced. Unity of time, action, and place, is not at all attended to; this first-mentioned play runs through a space of time from the creation to king Solomon's building the temple, and incongruously ordaining a bishop to keep it. It takes in also the fabulous legend of the martyrdom of Maximilla; in which part the actors are a bishop, a crozier-bearer, a messenger, four tormentors, the martyr, Gebal and Amalek. The bishop gives to the tormentors, for putting the martyr to death, Bebethian, Bosameth, and all Chenery. King Solomon speaks the epilogue; the audience, with a strict charge to appear early on the morrow in order to see the Passion acted, is dismissed in these words:

"Cornish.

"Abarth an Ta,  "In the name of the Father,
Menstroles a' ras,  Ye minstrels holy,
Pebourgh whare,  Tune your pipes,
Hag ens pub dre.  And let every one go to his home.

"Englished.

This may serve to give a general notion of these interludes, which were all translated into English by the late Mr. John Keigwyn of Mousehole, at the desire of the late Right Reverend Sir Jonathan Trelawney, baronet, bishop of Winchester, in a VOL. XXI. Cl. II. NO. XLII. Q
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literal manner, for the better understanding the language, though to the disadvantage of the poet, and his language too. The best composition now extant in the Cornish tongue, is that called Mount Calvary, which is not dramatic, but narrative, and more solemn; the incidents (with few exceptions) are all taken from the gospel history of the Passion, and the circumstances of distress and suffering very affecting. It was first turned into metre, as I imagine, by the before-mentioned Mr. Keigwyn, at the instance of Mr. Scawen of Molineh above-mentioned; but Mr. Scawen, disliking that translation, has placed a literal one in the Lyttelton copy. But to return to the interludes: The places where they were acted were the Rounds, a kind of amphitheatre, with benches either of stone or turf." (Natural History of Cornwall. p. 295.)

Thus far concerning the Interludes; but in another place Dr. Boriase also tells us: "There are also several proverbs still remaining in the ancient Cornish, all savouring of truth, some of pointed wit, some of deep wisdom.

"Neb na gare y gwawyn, colli restowa.
"He that heeds not gain, must expect loss.

"Neb na gare y gy, an gwaw deceder.
"He that regards not his dog, will make him a chock sheep.

"Gwel ym guetha vel goofen.
"It is better to keep than to beg.

"Gurada, rag to honan te yr gwara.
"Do good, for thyself thou dost it.

"Many proverbs relate to caution in speaking, as Tan Tavan,
Be silent, tongue.

"Cows nebas, cows da, ha da oneth cowtas arto.
"Speak little, speak well, and well will be spoken again.

"Of talking of state affairs, there are some remarkable cautions.

"Cows nebas, cows da, nebas an yeven ywo an gwella.
"Speak little, speak well, little of public matters is best.

"The danger of talking against the government is excellently represented in the following proverb.

"Nyn ges gin heb lagas, na ket heb scovern.
"There is no down without eye, nor hedge without ears." (Nat. Hist. of Cornwall. p. 319.)

* This is another instance of the digamma ges for es, est, e, is, &c. Thus again, Dro ker; po neges wes dro peth es. Bring cheese; if there is not cheese, bring what there is. Neges for nebas, and wes for ker, occur in the same line.
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I add the following rhymes, which are selected from some that Mr. Tonkin, a Cornishman and antiquarian, procured from Mr. Lluyd.*

The following extract from the Preface to his Cornish Grammar and Vocabulary, gives an account of the Cotton Manuscript. Mr. Lluyd's observations are interesting, as they throw much light on the substitution of letters, or, as I have before expressed it by a general, though perhaps improper name, the Digamma.

"Mr. Austis found a British Vocabulary, hand-written many ages since, in the Cotton Library in London, and, as he did always, so according to his good-will on the like occasion before and after, he wrote to me about it. When I had looked over the book, I perceived very well that it was not a Welsh Vocabulary, according to the Latin name (written at the latter end) Vocabulairium Wallicum; but a Cornish vocabulary, as the thing (according to my thought) must appear to every British reader, that shall consider the translations of these Latin words, viz. Angelus, Ail; Stella, Stere; Membrum, Esel; Superclium, Abran; Colhun, Conn; Palatum, Stefemi; Mentum, Elget; Tibia, Elekser; Vitricus, Alto; Regina, Ruanes; Vulgus, Pobel biogo; Puer, Floh; Senex, Cath; Mercator, Guicour; Prora, Flurro; Umbra, Scod; Milvus, Scod; Bufo, Crinoc; Rana, Guioscin; Passer, Golvan; Pullus, Yhman; Scopeter, Brehyl; Lucius, Deroode dour; Vulpes, Lowern; Ursus, Ora; Scorfo, Guo; Echinus, Sorb; and many other words, which are not known among us Welshmen. I know full well that I could produce one, and that with more true likeness, than can the small vocabulary of the British Armoric, or British of the country of Lezou in France, although they are not used now in the county of Cornwall. But this wrong thinking is put away, without much trouble, when we discover that the author of this vocabulary, when he was in want of British words, did write down old English words for the same, by giving them sometimes a Cornish termination; and did not bring any of the words from the French, as he would without doubt, if he had been an Armoric Briton. Now these, and the like, are the words thereof, taken out of the old English: Comes, Tur; Lector, Redier; Hamus, Hye; Fisli, Harrel; Salator, Laper; Saror, Sempel; Contentlius, Strinor; Spinthes, Brooch; Fibula, Streng; Raptor, Robbier; Noctus, Hale; Haler, Hering; Fashun, Bidon; Lagum, Kana; Truta, Trud. Now as it could not be any Armoric Briton that wrote this vocabulary, so neither could it be written, by any Welshman. For had he been a Welshman, he would without further consideration have written, Darleknoedh, Breyr, Hoes, Telym (or Kuth), Neidwh, Guniadwyth, Kynhennys, Guaw, Arnest, Tapcltyth, Pythyan, Penog, Guerlodh, Yden, (or Kynog Piser, or Kostrelh) and Brethylk. In like manner, if it had been done by an Armoric Briton, he would never have named the things called in Latin Quorens, Rhammus, Melis, Lepus, Heatus; Glastaner, Eithime, Bros, Snonurung, Min; but instead thereof, Guanen dour, Lam, Lue, Gat, and Gwreyn. Doctor Davies (according to my thought) has named this Cornish Vocabulary in the Cotton Library, Liber Landavensis; for there are many words in this Welsh Vocabulary, marked Lib. Land, which I never saw in any other book. But yet as he had seen the book, which is now in the Cotton Library, I wonder that he would not draw all the words from that to his own book. Nevertheless the
"Hye oare gwile padin dahn gen tye glan;
Ha et eye ollaz, hye dalveath gowas tane.

truth is, I know very well, that the words therein marked Lib. Land. are not written in the book called Liber Landavensis; for I have looked over that before written book, in the library of that most learned and most knowing gentleman, the Lord of Lanner, in the country of Guernes, i.e. North Wales, and likewise a fair transcript in the library of Jesus College, in Oxford. There is some hope in me, that the reader will forgive me, that I do not always write after the language of our time, nor yet keep to the writing retained in this Cornish Vocabulary. By perusing the aforesaid written books, I have discovered, that there have happened four noted changes or variations, and remember very much, in the Cornish tongue, within this age, or these last hundred years: and the same being before very little printed in the Latin and Celtic Vocabulary, I was very desirous to give them in the Cornish English Vocabulary by hand here to you. The first change is, to put the letter b before the letter m, and to speak and write Tymb, Tymb, Kadm, Gyvman, Krhman, and Kylomman, &c., in the place of Tytn, Tam, Kom, Gymmen, and Kyllumman. The second is, to put the letter d before the letter s; and to speak thus, in the place of Pen, Pen, Pre, Gun, Guan, Bron, Brynn; Pedn, Padn, Predn, Guern, Guadn, Brodn, Bydman. Neither did I see fit to give a place to these changes in this vocabulary; for neither will they hereafter retain these changes; and likewise their language is thence more hard and rugged than it was before; and for that many times you must turn the m and s to b and d, by saying tubbi, obba, hodda, heddo, where you said before, tubmi, obma, hodma, and hedna. And this second novelty hath cast off these words so far from the former words, tuymi, omma, henna and kanna, that not any can at all, neither Armorican, nor yet Welshman, find out their foundation, by seeing from what place they are come. The third change is, to put the letter d before s, (the which s is almost always pronounced as si,) and to speak the s as sh, for I have found out in one of the aforesaid written books, that is a book setting forth miracles out of the Holy Scripture, written, more or less, one hundred and fifty years since, where are these words, just as now you speak them, Kridhi, Fidzhi, Bohodozhi, Padhezhi, Bledzhi, Logadozhi, &c. instead of these, Cresy, Pesy, Beshoz, Pesour, Logaz. I know very well that you do not write these words as I write them with das, but only with the single g, or with an i consonant; but this falls in with the manner of the English writing: and since the speaking is from thence, the writing must be put and likewise changed from s (or si), as was the s before, from d to t. The fourth change is turned very much like the third: and that is, to put sh after t, or (according to the Armorican writing) of late the letter s for ch; and so to change the words Ty (or Tey) to Teyr; Tw to Thi (or Chet), Pyglett to Pyglettha, and more the like. From whence the other speakings, in which you go off very far from us Welshmen, viz. in speaking, a for e; e for o and y; i for c; o for u; and v consonant for f; and likewise h for x; th, s or k for t, is easy enough; and in part for that few of them are so old, (if any of them are very old,) as our language, and the language of the people of Lezou. And another is, in naming of late the letter t for s; which is not so hugely old, yet may be old enough for the good taking, and keeping it hereafter. But now the reader will ask
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Na dalle deez perna kinnis war an sawe;
Na mooz mooz mutle an drize dro dan keaw;
Rag hedda vedn boz cowzes dro dan pow;
Gwell eye veyha perna nebas glow;
He hedna vedn gus tubm a sheller e a rag.
Ha why el evah cor gwella, mor seez de brage.
Na dale dien gwile treven war an treath;
Buz, mor mennow direvall war bidn an pow yeine,
Why dal veza gowas an brossa mine,
Ha ryney vedn dirra bidn mor, ha gwenz.
Na gez drog vyth grez, lebben, na kenz."

Thus in English.

"She knows to make cloth good with her wool;
And she must hearth it, she ought to have fire.
Nor ought men to buy fuel by the seame,
Nor go to gather brambles about the hedges;
For that will be spoken about the country;
Better she had bought some coal;
And that will warm you behind and before.
And you may drink best beer, if you have malt.
Nor ought men to make houses on the sand;
But, if you will build up against the country cold,
You must have the biggest stones,

me, without doubt, why I have in this writing preserved the aforesaid alterations myself, since I knew the deficiencies myself: my answer is, that it was my very great desire, that they might be taken aight; and that every one might know to speak Cornish (or understand further) according to this letter. But my hope is, that you will not in such a manner suffer any other defects in your future Cornish printing, as you have hitherto done in the fore-written alterations. Neither can any one make many novelties in any tongue soever at one time. It is an early work, and therefore too short a licence to take any one thing, before that it be born and bred in the country, to offer it. When any one is willing to know the more late Cornish alterations, that he may the better find them out, let him compare the Cornish words with the like Welsh words of the country of Gweneck (or, which is much nearer) and the Armoric words; and when you see the agreement and concord about the consonant letters of these two tongues, then you may see whether the Cornish hath kept to these consonants, or not; if not, you may, without any doubt, know that the Cornish words are changed. For example: when you see that we turn the English words, to laugh, to play, to whistle, bitter, etc., sister, in the language of Gweneck, euermis, xuare, xuibomy, xuure, xuze, xuuer; and in the Armoric, xoaim, xoar, xuibomt, xuaro, xuux, xuux; but in the Cornish, euermis, xuare, xuibomt, xuaro, xuux, xuux; we know then very easily that the Cornish is changed. For the like passages are never thus turned by the people of the Welsh Guenez; and the people of Lenzu have learned to turn from them."
And they will last against sea, and wind.
There is no hurt at all done, now, nor before."
Quoted by Polwhele, Vol. iii. p. 31.

There is a quaintness in the three following lines:
"An lavar koth yu lavar gwir,
Na box nevra doz vas an tavaz se bir;
Bez den heb davaez o gollaz i dir."
The same, p. 32.

In English.
"The old saying is a true saying,
A tongue too long never did good:
But he that had no tongue, lost his land."

I transcribe the two first stanzas of a Cornish Idyll, with a poetic translation by Mr. Polwhele. I dare not quote more on account of its licentiousness; if there should be any one whose curiosity would lead him to read the whole, he may find it at full length in his History of Cornwall, Vol. iii. p. 32.

"Pela era why moaz mor, fettow, teag,
Gen agaz bedgth gwin, ha agaz blew mellyn?
Mi a mowz tha n venton, sarra wheag,
Rag delkiow sevi gwra muzi teag.

"Pea ve moaz gen a why, mor, fettow, teag,
Gen agaz bedgth gwin, ha agaz blew mellyn?
Greuh mena why, sarra wheag,
Rag delkiow sevi gwra muzi teag."

In English.
"Pray whither so trippingly, pretty fair maid,
With your face rosy white, and your soft yellow hair?
Sweet Sir, to the well in the summer-wood shade,
For strawberry-leaves make the young maiden fair.

"Shall I go with you, pretty fair maid, to the wood,
With your face rosy white, and your soft yellow hair?
Sweet Sir, if you please;—it will do my heart good;—
For strawberry-leaves make the young maiden fair."

Sermons were preached in Cornish till 1678 by a Mr. Robinson at Landewednack, near the Lizard; and it is therefore surprising that we have not in it any compositions in prose. This is to be lamented; for though the writings of such men as Robinson and Jackman, who was Cromwell’s chaplain at Pendennis, might have little intrinsic merit, yet they would now throw much light on the nature of this departed language. None of these have been printed, because they had nothing in the matter to recommend them, and because they were in a despised and unintelligible dialect. But it is not impossible that some of these might be still.
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extant in manuscript; and if hereafter, on further research, only a few could be recovered, it would be a material acquisition in a philological point of view.

If the Cornish ever had its bards, like the other British tongues, their lays have been lost, and their names are unknown. I do not however suppose that there were ever many bards in Cornwall; because from its situation and its mines, it acquired so much of the Roman customs, and was so much earlier subjected by the other invaders of Britain. As the language was itself looked upon as rude and barbarous, not only bards, but scarcely any writers, would choose to make it the vehicle of their compositions.

The Lord's prayer in Welsh, Cornish, and Armoric, is as follows:

**Welsh.**—Ein Tad yr hwn wyt yn y nefoed; Saneteiddler dy enw, Deved dy deyrmas; Byd dy owyllys ar ydaiar megis y mee yn y nefoed: Dyn i ni heddyw ein bara bennyddiol; A madden i ni ein dyledion; fel y maddewn ni i' n dyledwyth; Ac mar arwain my brose digaeth; eithir gwared in rhag drwg. Amen.

**Cornish.**—An Taz ny es yn nef; Bethens thy hannon ughelles; Gwrens dor thy gulashe; Bethens thy voth gwreiz in oar, kepare bag yn nef; Ro thyn ny bithow agan peb dyth bara; Gava thyn ny agan cam, kepare ha gava ny neb es cam ma erbyn ny; Nyn hombreh ny en antei, mes gw gwryth ny the worth drok. Amen.

**Armoric.**—Hon Tat, petang so en eoun; Or 'h hano sanctifet; De vet de omp Roantele; Ha veolante beset gret voar an douar euel en eoun; Roi desomp hinow bor bara beynesier; Ha pardonit desomp hon offeancan evelma pardon nomp d'as re odens hon offancel; Ha u' hon digacit quel e' tentation, hoguen hon delivil a droze. Amen.

Camden very gravely tells us in his Remains, (p. 30.) “That the Armorican Britons, marrying strange women in Armorica, did cut out their tongues, lest their children should corrupt the language with their mothers tonges.” This is at once improbable and ludicrous; but here the Gallic corruptions in the Armorican Lord's Prayer at once disprove such a monstrous story. This is another of those instances, where philology comes in to the assistance of history. The fact seems to be, that the Britons married Armorican women, and that, as might have been expected, their language lost something of its purity by this connexion.

The Scriptures are not extant in Cornish; if they had, there can be no doubt that the language would have been preserved. But such was their dislike or their indifference, that the better sort of the Cornish petitioned at the Reformation, that the Scriptures might not be enforced upon them in their mother tongue. A request, which so
well agreed with the political views of government for the union
and consolidation of empire, was readily granted.
Mr. Scawen, Mr. Keigwyn, and Mr. Tonkin, were Cornish gen-
tlemen, and friends of Mr. Lhuyd, the celebrated archaeologist,
and who either had Cornish manuscripts, or wrote in illustration
of it. Dr. Pryce, of Redruth, published in 1790 his Cornu-
British Antiquities, or an Essay to preserve the Cornish language.
These are the Cornish authorities to which I have had occasion to
refer; but some of them have so little general literature into the
discussion, that where I have not had to notice their inaccuracies,
I have yet received little assistance from their labors. Mr.
Whitaker, the historian of Manchester, and rector of Ruan Lany-
borne, in Cornwall, is well known.

From the above summary view, you may judge of the poverty
of Cornish compositions; but you may perceive also, that what
has been advanced by most writers on it, that it is a pleasant and
harmonious language, is not destitute of foundation; and that it
was circumstances, which doomed it to decline, and be extin-
guished; and not because it was unworthy or unsuceptible of
cultivation.

D.

TRANSLATION AND OBSERVATIONS ON
AN ODE OF HORACE.

HORAT. CARM. Lib. iii. Ode xxviii.
Festo quid potius die
Neptuni faciam? Prome reconditum,
Lyde strenua, Cæcubum,
Munitaque adhibe vita sapien sitae.
Inclinare meridiem
Sentis; ac veluti stet volucris dies,
Parcis deripere horreo
Cessantem Bibuli Consulis amphoram?
Nos cantabimus invicem
Neptunum, et virides Nereidum comas.
Tu curva recus es lyrâ
Latonam, et celeris spicula Cythier.
Summo carmine, qua Cnidon,
Fulgentesque tenet Cycladas, et Paphon,
Junctis visit oloribus,
Dicetur: meritâ Nox quoque nautil.
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LETTERS ON THE ANCIENT BRITISH LANGUAGE OF CORNWALL.

LETTER XI.

DOLLY PENTREATH, &c.

In my last letter I gave you some extracts from a language, which no longer exists but in a few scattered and unconnected documents. It has ceased to be a living tongue; but though it is acknowledged that it is now no where spoken, it seems to be a matter of doubt with some, whether it is not yet retained by some particular individuals. I consider it, however, to be as much dead as the Hebrew, and that it has never been in common use, since Mr. Lhuyd's visit into Cornwall, about the beginning of the eighteenth century. It may perhaps have survived a little longer, in the person of the famed Dolly Pentreath, and her companions, if indeed the corrupt and degenerate jargon of an expiring tongue can be called by that name. But as the claims of this good woman have been so confidently asserted, and were connected with the credulity of a celebrated man of the last age, they deserve to have a separate examination.

I have often experienced some astonishment that the present Cornish gentlemen know so little about the language of their ancestors, and that it scarcely ever excites their curiosity. It is in vain to seek information on this point in Cornwall, among polite and general scholars. They have paid no attention to the subject, and if pressed for an opinion, it is, that very little is known about it, but that it is supposed to have been a barbarous dialect resembling the Welsh. It has also become fashionable to repeat the inquiries of the Hon. D. Barrington, and how Cornish has expired with Dolly Pentreath. It is with reluctance that I mention these particulars, as they imply something like a charge of ignorance. I do it rather, to extenuate any failure on my part, by reminding the reader not only of the scarcity of materials, but of the impossibility of receiving any assistance from literary friends. I must, therefore, claim some indulgence for any mistakes in my observations on a nomenclature, which is now almost as little understood in Corn-
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wall, as if it were derived from the Arabic. And if it had not been for the exertions and writings of Lhuyd, Scawen, Borlase, and Pryce, every memorial of Cornish would have perished, and every future investigation on the subject would have been imperfect and unsatisfactory.

Mr. Lhuyd, an excellent Welsh scholar and antiquarian, observed, that, in March, 1701, "the Cornish language was only retained in five or six villages towards the Land’s End." From this period, when it was confined within such narrow limits, and mostly restricted to tanners, market-women, and fishermen, it may be supposed not only to have rapidly declined, but not to have lived many years longer. This appears to be the true sense of Dr. Borlase's remark: "that this language is now altogether ceased, so as not to be spoken anywhere in conversation." (Nat. Hist. p. 316.) It is unfair to charge him with inattention for asserting this, because one individual, Dolly Pentreath, could still speak it in 1758, when he published his Natural History. The Doctor must have known, that, out of a population of some hundreds, in those villages, to whom Cornish was still vernacular in 1701, a few individuals would, according to the course of nature, be still remaining after the lapse of half a century. After the language had ceased to be commonly used, he very naturally considered it as extinct; and as for any particular exceptions that might still remain, they would be considered to belong rather to a dead, than to a living tongue. I own that, for this reason, I would have expressed myself as the Doctor did, even if I had known of Dolly, and given her credit for understanding as much Cornish as her admirers have supposed. He was therefore very far from deserving the sarcasms of Mr. Barrington, and Mr. Whitaker, who says, "At that very time, (1758), as Mr. Barrington has observed, to the disgrace of his attention, an old woman was living within four miles of him, and talking the language fluently." Since these two gentlemen have thought proper to distort the obvious meaning of words, that they might attack them, it is barely sufficient to observe, that the former, by his own avowal, knew nothing of the matter, and that the latter was at all times an unduly severe and arrogant writer.

1 Whitaker's Supplement to Polwhale's History, p. 41.
2 "Dolly Pentreath spoke in an angry tone for two or three minutes, and in a language, which sounded very like Welsh.—I asked her companions, whether she had not been abusing me; to which they answered, 'Very heartily; and because I had supposed she could not speak Cornish,'" (Hon. D. Barrington’s Letter to J. Lloyd, Esq., 1775.) Why then ask her companions what she had said, if he had not been ignorant of Cornish, or had had any better criterion than that it sounded like Welsh? The fact seems to be, that any artful old woman could have palmed off any gibberish on such a good-natured traveller.
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Dolly Pentreath, the Cornish Sibyl, was a fish-woman, a native of Mousehole, a village near Penzance, and about three miles from Castle Hornneck, the family seat of the Borrises; so that if she had been possessed of any extraordinary acquirements, they could not have escaped the knowledge of the Doctor. This humble personage spent a very long life in her homely occupation, and died in 1788 at the age of 102. At the beginning of the last century, the historian informs us, in the parishes of Paul and St. Just, “the fishermen and market-women in the former, and the tinniers in the latter, conversed one with the other, for the most part in Cornish.” Truth is always consistent, and the Doctor and the good woman incidentally agree, as the former says, that Cornish was still spoken in Paul parish fifty years before, (1758), when Dolly was already in her twenty-third year; while the latter herself told Mr. Barrington, that she could not talk a word of English before she was past twenty years of age. The Doctor again tells us, that the language which was generally spoken in those parishes, in 1708, had altogether ceased during the next fifty years, specifying, however, no particular year for its extinction; for that would have been impossible. But in 1758, Dolly most positively assured Mr. Barrington, that there was then no other person who knew any thing of it, or at least who could converse in it. This is a plain coincidence of truth, which cannot be invalidated.

I readily allow the claims of Dolly to some jargon that was not English; but with her habits and situation in life, it is ridiculous to suppose, that she could have been the depository of the true Cornish. This may have been another reason why Borrises might have declined to mention what still remained of the language in his day. Among such low people as Dolly, an expiring language could not fail to have been miserably corrupted, even if it was not entirely unintelligible. It is surprising that a sensible man, like Daines Barrington, would condescend to apply in so objectionable a quarter, and that too at an inn-keeper’s recommendation; for it would not be more ludicrous to seek for specimens of ancient Greek among the poor fishermen of the Archipelago. Mr. Barrington went out on a summer excursion to the Land’s End, in 1768, and it was then that he met with this modern Sibyl of Cornwall. It would be foreign to my purpose to quote here his letter to his friend Mr. Lloyd, F. A. S., which is certainly very amusing. I am willing to grant that it is indubitable, that she spoke a strange language, and it is natural to suppose that she did it in the most fluent, if not most accurate manner possible, that she might please a respectable stranger, and be the better rewarded. There was, therefore, no reason for some of Mr. Barrington’s friends to be incredulous that she still continued the use of her vernacular tongue; though it is probable that at that period she only spoke Cornish occasionally. It is a pity that he did not observe whether her
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English had a foreign accent, which would have been an indirect confirmation of her story, that she knew no other language than Cornish till she was past twenty. Her two female companions, who were only ten or twelve years younger, and consequently children in 1708, could not speak Cornish readily, but understood it, which is another coincidence that Borlase is correct in the assertion, that its common use had ceased soon after that period; for young persons who disuse their vernacular language early, often lose the recollection of it entirely. From all these circumstances, therefore, and considering the great age which this good woman attained, I am inclined to believe, that she was the last person to whom Cornish was vernacular, and that at her death it has ceased in the strictest sense of the word to be a living tongue.

It is thus that Mr. Barrington has raised this poor woman to literary distinction, and very unexpectedly rendered her name conspicuous among her countrymen. But to be serious, there never was a greater perversion of antiquarian research and philological assiduity, than that of Mr. Barrington and Dr. Pryce. It was already in their time perfectly preposterous in them to seek for oral information from native speakers. The latter, when off his guard, confesses the absurdity and the unprofitableness of such a proceeding. "As for the vulgar Cornish now spoken," says he, in his Preface, "it is so confined to the extremest corner of the country; and those ancient persons who still pretend to jabber it are very few; the speech itself is so corrupted; and the people too for the most part so illiterate; that I cannot but wonder at my patience, and assume some merit to myself for my singular industry, in collecting the words which I have accumulated from oral intelligence; especially as hardly any of the persons whom I have consulted could give a tolerable account of the orthography, much less of the etymology or derivation of those words which they use," &c.

Even the ashes of Dolly Pentreath have not been left unhonored. A Mr. Tomson, of Truro, and by profession an engineer, wrote her epitaph, which, as it is a curiosity, I will insert here in the original Cornish, with an English translation. There is nothing remarkable in the sense, though it reflects much credit on the writer of it for

\[ \text{"She does indeed talk Cornish as readily as others do English, being bred up from a child to know no other language; nor could she (if we may believe her) talk a word of English before she was past twenty years of age; as, her father being a fisherman, she was sent with fish to Penzance at twelve years old, and sold them in the Cornish language, which the inhabitants in general, even the gentry, did then well understand."} \]

See the above quoted Letter of Mr. Barrington.
his proficiency in Cornish, and the accuracy with which he has expressed himself.

Coth Doll Pentreath cans ha dean,
Marow, ha Icledyz ed Paul plea.—
Na ed an Egloz, gan pobel bras,
Bes ed Egloz-hay coth Doll y es.

Old Doll Pentreath, one hundred (aged) and two,
Deceased, and buried in Paul parish:—
Not in the church, with great people,
But in the church-yard old Dolly is.

I look on Mr. Tomson to have been an ingenious man, who, having a taste for such studies, had made himself master of the best remaining pieces in Cornish. This is certainly a far more rational account, than to imagine with some, that he was a rarely gifted individual, in whom the Cornish language had survived after the death of the humble inhabitant of Mousehole. Mr. Tomson might even have been able to converse in it; but there would have been nothing extraordinary in it, as thousands can speak Latin and other languages, which they have acquired only from books. As to the epitaph, I do not entirely rest on conjecture; for all the words in it, with the exception of one only, are to be found in Borlase’s Vocabulary. Hay is a well known Saxon word, which signifies an enclosure, and has long been incorporated with the Cornish.

The other claimants to Cornish speaking were William Bodener, aged 65, a fisherman of Mousehole, a Cornish letter from whom Mr. Barrington presented to the Society of Antiquaries on the 3d of July, 1776. In 1777, the same gentleman again informed the Society, that he had discovered another individual, one John Nancarrow, aged 45, of Marazion, who could speak the Cornish language. Dr. Pryce also, about 1790, conversed with a very old man at Mousehole, who could talk Cornish, and it is not improbable that it was the same William Bodener. I am, however, still of opinion, that the language was already extinct, though, after such respectable testimonies, it is impossible to deny that these individuals still understood the ancient language of the country. As to their skill in it, it might have been acquired from some of their friends, among whom it had been vernacular, and who still survived after they were themselves grown to manhood, as from 1730 to 1750.

1 Lan is the true Cornish word for it, and means either an enclosure or a church. Thus πιστωτα is either a place consecrated to religious purposes, or merely a farm, (some inclosed portion of land)

Kal μιν of λόγοι ΤΕΙΜΕΟΣ ΓΑΜΟΝ Ερχεσθα ειλλαν,
Καλαν πυταλες και Δραφος, έφη πιστον. Δ, Z. 184.
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These were the faint glimmerings that still hovered round, after the light itself had departed for ever. It is even possible that there may be still individuals who can speak and write Cornish; nor would it be at all difficult to acquire both to a certain degree; but it is a mere deception to imagine, that this can now be accomplished through any other channel than that of grammatical instruction.

I have often had occasion, in the course of these letters, to mention the Rev. Dr. Borlase. He lived about the middle of the last century, and was a native and resident in Cornwall, as well as a writer of considerable merit. His Natural History and Antiquities of Cornwall are elaborate and valuable performances. It is remarkable, that all the recent writers on those topics have largely borrowed from him, not even excepting those who have availed themselves of every opportunity to load him with censure. It is, however, with his Cornish Vocabulary, which concludes his Antiquities, that I am at present concerned. His chief merit consists in having collected materials, and indicated the sources where all the probable remains might be recovered. Thus far in his praise; and it is painful to pass censure, however it may be deserved. I have already expressed an opinion about him, as that he was not sufficiently a linguist or a grammarian to investigate such a perplexed and expiring dialect. Hence it is seldom that his Vocabulary refers to foreign languages; and I really believe that the disguise of the greater number of words escaped him. This ignorance, however, is of material advantage to my derivations, as he cannot be accused of having changed the orthography, or otherwise modified them to suit the purposes of any particular theory. His negligence, however, is still more remarkable than his inability. Wearied with a long work, and incited by the prospect of bringing it to a conclusion, he seems to have drawn up his Vocabulary in haste, and without any regard to selection and arrangement. It is also likely that, having no taste for philological studies, he thought but lightly of them, and merely added the Vocabulary as a matter of form. He apologises, indeed, for not giving a more complete Vocabulary; but it is with authors, as with great men, who find it easier to apologise for declining any particular task, than to execute what would require the united efforts of patience and industry.

In the present scarcity of materials, the Vocabulary is still, however, a valuable performance; and Borlase is rather to be blamed, not for what he has done, but for not having done more when he had it in his power. He might, from his situation, have made a complete collection of Cornish words and idioms; and he might also have preserved for his countrymen many manuscripts, probably no longer in existence. He mentions, in the preface to his Vocabulary, several manuscripts and other helps in Cornish which had been communicated to him; and it is to be lamented,
Notice of Lavington's

... that he did not look into such a mass of matter more accurately, and that he did not select more from it for publication. The offer of his own collection to any one who would undertake to restore the Cornish language, is but a poor evasion. What has become of the several pieces he mentioned, I know not—some may have perished, and some might still be recovered; but the press alone can preserve such documents from the danger of destruction.

It argues, also, how very little trouble the Doctor took, by his not going to Mousehole, which is only four miles from his own residence, to ascertain and report what might still remain there of a language which, by his own account, was commonly spoken in that village fifty years before. Had he done this, he would not have been stigmatised with inattention, as he was afterwards on the accidental discovery of Dolly Pentreath by Mr. Barrington.

Having so often referred to Mr. Lhuyd, I may be allowed to say a few words concerning him. He was a learned and ingenious gentleman, eminently skilled in all the British dialects. He was Keeper of the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford. In 1701 he visited Cornwall for the avowed purpose of investigating, and preserving as much as possible of the expiring language. He was kindly received by the literary gentlemen of the county. He afterwards published a Cornish Grammar and Vocabulary in 1707, and died in 1709. It was the first thing ever published in that language, which, it may be truly said, had it not been for his journey into Cornwall, and the collections he made there, would have totally perished. Borlase, and all the other Cornish historians, speak, as well they might, with enthusiasm of that very meritorious individual.
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ἀγάθον. Verbum ēv manifesto hic tueitur illud dictum in hac oratione ipsa, (c. 48.) διὸ oūδε ἐγὼ ἢ τὸ προσαγαγόταi.
Si quis Thucydides sententias ita librata diligentem expendat, ei confidenter promitto copiam emendationum optimarum. Exemplo sit lib. ii. 48.
ἀλγεινότερα γὰρ ἀνδρὶ γε φρόνιμα ἔχωντι ἢ ἐν τῷ μετὰ τοῦ μαλακι-
σθήναι κάκωσις ἢ ὁ μετὰ βαρμῆς καὶ κοινῆς ἐπίθεος ἁμα γνώμων ἀναλυόντος βάνατος.
Plura hujusmodi proferre poteram. Verum hæc in praesenti sufficient.
G. B.

ANCEINT BRITISH LANGUAGE OF CORNWALL.

LETTER XII.

PRESERVATION OF THE CORNISH DIALECT.

In my last letter, I endeavoured to prove that Cornish is now entirely extinct; and therefore the next question that occurs, is, how far it may be possible to preserve it as a dead language. We have already seen that it is of sufficient importance to require such an attention; and it is with some pleasure that I have to remark, that such an object, though attended with some difficulties, is not impracticable. If this should ever be accomplished, Cornish scholars might still exist hereafter, and many doubtful matters, in antiquities and philology, might be thus ascertained. A dead language can only be preserved by its written memorials, and unfortunately these are very scanty in Cornish.

We know for certain of no manuscripts, except a few of sacred poetry, which have been deposited in the Bodleian Library. Fragments only, and imperfect Vocabularies, have been published from time to time. The plan for preserving those manuscripts is obvious, and is no other than what was done with respect to the classics at the revival of let-
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ters,—to print whatever could be found in the language; so that by multiplying copies, they might not only escape the danger of destruction, but have the advantage of being more generally criticised and corrected. I would therefore propose, that those manuscripts should be printed, with literal English translations; that Lhuyd's Grammar should be republished; and that from these sources something like a Cornish Dictionary should be compiled. It is also possible, that on further research, some other manuscripts might still be discovered. If this expedient should be adopted, the language might be preserved beyond the chance of common contingencies. Without something of the kind, it may be considered as lost for ever.

This plan, however, simple as it is, is yet, I fear, not very likely to be carried into execution. We live in an age of general taste for literature—for novels, newspapers, and pamphlets. A learned, tedious, and troublesome undertaking, dry and uninteresting to general readers, would not, probably, meet with much encouragement. Such an attempt for the preservation of Cornish learning could only be successful under the decided patronage of the Cornish gentlemen. On the other hand, the person, who undertook the task, ought to be possessed of much leisure, and have some acquaintance with the Cornish, in addition to the necessity of being a learned, industrious, and accurate general scholar. The difficulty also, of collecting and compiling scattered documents, would be still increased by the time and trouble of transcribing, or at least collating the Bodleian manuscripts, for the press.

But even if any individual should surmount all these obstacles, he might still experience the mortifying conviction that he had labored in vain. The expense of printing a work like this, of heavy sale, and on a learned subject, would be what in common prudence he would not venture to risk. It could only be done by subscription, in procuring which he might be unsuccessful. A person may very properly devote his leisure, even without any expectation of recompense, to the promotion of any literary undertaking; but it is unreasonable to imagine, that he ought to suffer himself to be injured in a pecuniary point of view. If he should obtain a subscription, he merely indemnifies himself from loss, and nothing more. At the same time, it is made very intelligible to him, that those who subscribe, do it, as they suppose, to oblige him; and that those who dé-
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cline to support him, do so, because they do not feel interested in his subject. It is indeed true, that subscriptions are sometimes no more than a handsome way of raising money on some mean publication, to relieve the wants of some distressed author; but when the object is to bring out some respectable work, which otherwise could not be published, I conceive that it is the public who receive the favor, and not the scholar, who merely secures himself from loss, at the same time that he gratuitously bestows his labor and his time. To decline supporting any literary undertaking, on the ground of not being conversant in it, is a good argument for economy, but no farther; as the most unlearned patrons of any book must be conscious, that their countenance is the means of multiplying copies, which in all likelihood will fall into the hands of those to whom they may be useful; at the same time that they are meritoriously employed in the encouragement of literature. These are a few of the most obvious means by which the Cornish tongue might be perpetuated.

Another question arising from the extinction of this language, is, the natural curiosity of any stranger, to know what is that which is now spoken in Cornwall. It might indeed be expected, that it was some corruption of itself, as the Romance is of the Greek, the Italian of the Latin, and the English of the Saxon; in which it might be discovered that the present idiom was still grounded on the basis of some former tongue. This is, however, so far from being the case, that the language is as much English as in any other county; that very few Cornish terms remain, except in the mines and fisheries; and that the great mass of the population hardly know that this last was ever spoken.

---

I was lately much amused with an Isola's Tasso, published at Cambridge, in 1786, which had belonged to the late Dr. John Hey, formerly Norrisian Professor of Divinity in that University. Probably he knew nothing of Italian, and it was to oblige Isola, and to assist him in multiplying copies of a valuable foreign classic, that he subscribed. It was the whimsicality of two memorandums on one of the blank leaves, which struck me, and which sufficiently explain his motive for supporting the Italian editor. The former of these was, that he had first opened the book in 1810, cut the leaves in 1811, and looked into it in 1812; so that there is a strong presumption, that after all the Doctor never read that divine poem.
Though little attended to, this is a most remarkable moral phenomenon, that a language should, if the term be allowed, have been driven from its own proper sphere, and another artificially introduced in its place. This has happened in Cornwall; the inhabitants have gradually learned the language of their neighbours—their own has ceased to be understood; for by being continually pressed within more narrow limits, it was at length confined to a few small fishing villages, till in the end it expired, at the death of one poor and solitary individual. Many generations must have passed away before this could be effected, and the progress must have been very gradual. The first step towards the extinction of Cornish, was when young persons began to learn English for convenience. This latter would soon become common in the same village, and both would be spoken indifferently. A succeeding generation finding that English was the language of the Church, and that all business, at home and at a distance, was transacted in it, would naturally feel a distaste for Cornish; and therefore by using the former mostly in their families, the children would, from this disuse, be ignorant of the tongue of their ancestors, and know no other than that which their parents had lately adopted. In riper years they would be entirely English, and their posterity would continue to be such. These, I apprehend, were the slow and progressive steps which have effected this great philological alteration. These causes, however, could not operate in a large and independent country, which would create and establish a language of its own, before that of its neighbours could be substituted to any extent. It is therefore an indirect consequence of the contracted limits of the Cornish people, and of their political incorporation with neighbours, whose manners, language, and customs, they thought it both convenient and fashionable to imitate. The same cause is now operating in Wales.—Passing through Radnorshire some years ago, I was surprised that the inhabitants were entirely ignorant of Welsh; and I was afterwards told in Monmouthshire, that in some parts of that county, where it had been spoken within the memory of man, it was no longer used. Among other contrivances to advance English, it is common in schools and families not to allow children to learn or speak Welsh, as being vulgar; and in many of the churches, the service is alternately performed in the two languages. This result is also accelerated, when the language is such as the
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Welsh, which the natives do not think it worth while to retain. But the contrary to this has happened in the Norman Isles, where, although they have followed all the vicissitudes of the fortunes of this country, since William the Conqueror, the language is still as much French, except in a few words expressing articles exclusively of English manufacture or fashions, as at the first period of their incorporation. The reason of this is obvious,—that as French is a polite, useful, and general language, the natives have thought it of too much importance, as well as convenience, to be laid aside, however they may be attached to English habits, and cultivate English literature and pursuits.

It may not be improper to remark here, what kind of English is now spoken in Cornwall.—It is highly tinctured with provincialisms, and sometimes it retains a few Cornish words. The Cornish people have acquired English as foreigners, and the persons who spoke it first must necessarily have incorporated with it much of their native accent. This would naturally be transmitted to their children, with whom a vicious pronunciation would thus become habitual. This appears to be the origin of the provincial English of that county, and why the lower sort of people speak it now with so large an alloy of what may be supposed to be the ancient Cornish pronunciation. If this view of the matter is correct, it will follow, that the tones and provincialisms of Cornwall are of a different cast from those of any other part of England. How far the latter part of this observation is correct, must be decided by facts. It is, however, generally admitted that the lower Cornish speak English very ill. It has been sometimes with considerable difficulty that I have been able to understand the country people, though I had often conversed with them before. I have also remarked, that I thought I could distinguish in them something like a foreign accent, at least something that was unlike English sounds. I hint this with some hesitation, as when a person has embraced any theory, he may be so little on his guard, as to avail himself of the slightest arguments in confirmation. But even now, in the more remote parishes, where Cornish may be supposed to have been the longest retained, the worst English is spoken. In the neighbourhood of the Land's End, the inhabitants have an unpleasant way of lengthening out their words into a drawl, as if they sung them; which is contrary to the quick and contracting tone of the English idiom, and in
all probability has been borrowed from the ancient vernacular tongue.

D.

LETTER XIII.

CHRISTIAN EVIDENCE.—Conclusion.

I might have closed our correspondence with my last letter, as I had then offered you all my observations on the Cornish tongue, and on the kind of English by which it has been replaced. I shall therefore be obliged to confine myself to a few incidental remarks in this letter; the first of which that occurs, is that the modern are the lineal descendants of the ancient Cornish. This is a fact so different from what has generally happened in other countries, where there has been a radical substitution of language, that it requires some explanation. The present state of Cornwall of itself affords internal evidence, that its inhabitants are not to any extent a mixed people, or any other than the posterity of the ancient natives. The nomenclature of the country alone is a sufficient confirmation of this opinion. The names of places, almost universally, and those of a great number of families, owe their derivation to the Cornish language. This would not be the case, if the former race had been either exterminated or expelled. Conquerors in many instances change the names of countries and places; the Romans did it, the Goths and Vandals did it, and the Europeans have carried the practice into all their modern discoveries, where, at the most, only a few disfigured aboriginal appellatives have remained. As to families, the conquerors also retain their own names, and indeed every thing else, which can remind them of the people, and of the particular blood from which they spring. But nothing of the kind has ever happened in Cornwall; every thing around us is strictly Cornish, and the vernacular idiom of the natives is the only thing which in the lapse of ages has perished. In short, they appear to have continued as a people of nearly unmixed descent, since the evacuation of Britain by the Romans in the Fifth Century.

Having thus examined the Cornish Dialect through all the ramifications which I had intended, I might have con-
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cluded here, were it not from a wish to make a few cursory remarks on a subject connected with the Christian religion. It is pleasing when one can add but even a few scattered rays to the bright effulgence which illumines the evidences of its truth. I have already given a list of those Cornish terms which designate religious objects. If that religion was propagated in Cornwall during the first centuries, we might expect to find some traces of it in the language, and accordingly those terms are generally foreign, and nearly all from the Greek—as Aleutel, Bodeya, Diagon, Edsob, Eglos, &c. As all these are foreign terms, it is obvious that they must have been imported from some other country; that is, from Greece; and this gives us an additional confirmation, that the Gospel was first preached in Greek to the Gentiles, as we are indeed informed by history both sacred and profane.

The words, moreover, are so much disguised, that that circumstance confirms us in the truth of the accounts which have come down to us, that so many ages have now elapsed since the conversion of the Britons. If Christianity were of a later date in Cornwall, those terms would have remained something nearer to the original Greek. Nor can it be more ancient, as the words themselves are either unknown to the classics, or were employed by them in a different sense.

Cornish did not begin to exist as a separate language till after the Romans had evacuated Britain; the age of saints and legends soon followed; and the above terms having thus become Cornish, show that they belong to the religious activity of that period. Christianity, therefore, cannot be ascribed to a later, nor to a much more distant date; but its language, thus altered and fitted to the Cornish idiom, directs us to the precise point, when such excellent and undaunted men as St. Petroc, St. Just, and St. Kevern, came from a foreign land to gather a plentiful spiritual harvest on the shores of Cornwall. These were the pious and venerable personages, who, however their histories may have been darkened by fable and superstition, there can be no doubt, exposed themselves among a barbarous race; and with a perseverance, which even under the greatest difficulties must command success, they instructed them in the arts of civilized life, and how to value the spiritual blessings of faith in Christ. Such appears to have been the character of those men, who thus intrepidly
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devoted themselves, and whom the Church has canonized as saints. Yet I would not be understood, as if I hinted, that the age of Christianity could be traced only in the Cornish tongue; for the same concurrence is also to be found in other languages; Greek and Latin in particular. In the classic authors before our present era, there is no mention whatever of Christianity; but this could not have been the case, had it then existed. It cannot therefore be older; but since it was mentioned under Nero, it cannot be more recent; and consequently, it can be of no other period than that to which it is ascribed by the writers of the New Testament. The terms of Christianity are neither pure Greek nor Latin; and that too confirms the history, that it was first preached by foreigners; but as their Greek is full of Hebrew and Syriac phrases, we may readily imagine that they were either Jews or Syrians. Hence this philological coincidence adds again to the arguments for the genuineness of the Acts of the Apostles.

It is unnecessary to multiply instances here, when my object is only to suggest how etymological inquiries may be employed as incidental assistances to the establishment of the most sacred and the most important historical truths.

With this letter, I shall conclude our correspondence on the Cornish tongue, which has been extended to a greater length than I originally intended. It is not for me to determine with what success I have prosecuted this inquiry. I may, however, confidently assert, that the subject is interesting. I have endeavoured to explain myself in a plain and familiar style, and occasionally to enliven it by small embellishments. Philology is sufficiently dry and forbidding to most readers, and therefore it should be rendered as easy and inviting, as in its nature it will admit. An able hand than mine might have corresponded more satisfactorily with you; but even as it is, the time and trouble spent in consulting and collating authorities, and in deciding respecting words in different languages, has been much more considerable than I had anticipated.
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